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Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
As a part of Beijing Electron Positron Collider （BEPC）project, Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (BSRF) (http://english.bsrf.ihep.cas.cn) was constructed almost in parallel with BEPC and
has been opened to users since 1991. After the upgrading project of BEPCII, BSRF runs in 2.5GeV
full-energy injection and 250mA beam current in the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation. The
intensity of hard X-ray has increased one magnitude and the stability was also improved greatly.

Fig 1 Beamline Map of BSRF

Currently, there are 3 experimental halls（12#，13#，15#）, 5 insertion devices，14 beamlines and
14 experimental stations at BSRF. The synchrotron radiation light of BSRF covers the energy from
vacuum ultraviolet to hard X-ray, and supports many kinds of experimental techniques, such as
X-ray topography, X-ray Imaging, Small Angle X-ray Scattering, Diffuse X-ray Scattering,
Biological Macromolecule Structure, X-ray Fluorescence Analysis ， X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure ， Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Circular Dichroism Spectra, Soft X-ray Calibration,
Mid-energy X-ray Optics, High Pressure Structure, LIGA and X-ray lithography, which can be
applied to lots of fundamental and applied researches, such as Condensed Matter Physics, High
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Pressure Physics, Chemistry, Material Science, Biology, Goescience, Environmental Science,
Micro-electronics, Micromachining, Metrology, Optics and Probing Technique.
The accumulated experimental time for the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation is at least
three months per year. Additionally, six beamlines (Mid-energy X-ray Station, Soft X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy Station, Photoelectron Spectroscopy Station, Vacuum Ultraviolet Station,
Small Angle X-ray Scattering Station and Macromolecular Crystallography Station) could also run
while BEPCII was working for high energy physics, which is called as coupling mode and supplies
more experimental time to users. Totally, BSRF could supply beamtime to upwards of 500
experiments for over 1000 users from more than 100 institutes and universities at home and abroad.
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2012 Operation

2012 Operation of BSRF
Two rounds of dedicated synchrotron radiation running were offered in 2012. The first round
was from 21st June to 27th July; the second round was from 15th September to 1st November.
In the first round of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 785.97 hours’ effective beamtime
was offered to users, 252 proposals from 91 research institutes at home and 3 research institutes
abroad were supported. 13 beamlines were opened to users except 4B9B Photoemission
Spectroscopy Station which was in upgrading. The research fields of the proposals included
condensed matter physics, life science, chemistry and chemical engineering, material science,
medical science, environmental science, etc. Lots of good experimental results were obtained. 4B9B
Photoemission Spectroscopy Station has finished the upgrading project, passed the acceptance
testing and had a test run.
In the second round of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 1023.65 hours’ effective
beamtime was offered to users, 316 proposals from 100 research institutes at home and 2 research
institutes abroad were supported and 14 beamlines were all opened to users. The new facilities used
in the 4B9B Photoemission Spectroscopy Station, like high-low temperature in-situ equipment, have
played an important role in the experiments. The photon flux of 4W1B-X-ray Fluorescence
Microanalysis Station was improved an order of magnitude by using of the multilayer film
monochromator which was developed by themselves.
The Vacuum Ultraviolet Experimental Station (VUV), Mid-energy X-ray Experimental Station,
Soft X-ray Optics Station and Small Angle X-ray Scattering Station kept open to users in the
coupling mode and have supplied experimental time for 30 proposals. The successful running in the
coupling mode gained more beamtime for BSRF. Furthermore, it’s more convenient to arrange the
beamtime for users and significant to the urgently needed national research items.

Fig.1 (left) The first users of 4B9B- Photoemission Spectroscopy Station after upgrading project finished;
(right) Users of 4W1B-X-ray Fluorescence Microanalysis Station were collecting experimental data.
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Fig.2 (left) Proposals areas of BSRF in 2012; (right) User distribution in China in 2012
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Synthesis of High Performance Polymer Materials for Field Effect-Transistors
Solution-processed organic semiconductors to replace amorphous silicon as the active layer in
field-effect transistors (FETs) have attracted great attention due to their potential applications in
flexible and low-cost E-paper, smart card, radio frequency identification, and displays. Recently,
significant progress has been made in the performance of solution-processed FETs based on both
single-crystalline (5~30 cm2 V−1s−1) and thin-film (2~3 cm2 V−1s−1) of organic small-molecule
semiconductors. However, the thin-film uniformity of the small molecules usually varies from area
to area due to their high crystalline properties, thus limiting their large-scale applications. In contrast,
soluble polymer semiconductors meet well with the requirements of fast solution process for organic
optoelectronic applications because of their great advantages in terms of excellent mechanical
flexibility and solution processability relative to the soluble small-molecules and single crystals.
However, the mobility in polymeric FETs is generally low due to the poor packing of those materials.
Recently, researchers in Key Laboratory of Organic Solids, Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy
of Sciences have made great progress in this field. The develop a series of highly π-extended
copolymers containing diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) and (E)-2-(2-(thiophen-2-yl)vinyl)thiophene
(TVT) moieties (Fig.1). The as-synthesized copolymer PDVT-8 with short 2-octyldodecyl
side-chains showed a high field-effect mobility of 2.0~4.5 cm2 V−1s−1, with a current on/off ratio of
105~107. Meanwhile, the copolymer PDVT-10 with long alkyl side-chains (2-decyltetradecyl groups)
exhibited an unprecedented high mobility of up to 8.2 cm2 V−1s−1, a current on/off ratio of 105~107,
and an outstanding environmental stability under 20% air humidity (Fig.2). The mobility decreased
about 33% in the first 7 days and negligible changes were observed in the subsequent 100 days.

Fig.1 Chemical structures and synthetic routes of the polymers
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Fig.2 (a) Devices structure of the polymer FETs with a PMMA encapsulation layer. (b) Output and (c) Transfer
characteristics of the PDVT-10 based FET device with W = 1400 μm and L = 50 μm, exhibiting a hole mobility of
8.0 cm2 V−1s−1 at VDS= –100 V. (d) The mobility distributions based on different channel lengths.

To understand the relationships between the film morphology/crystallinity and device
performance, the polymer thin films were characterized by GIXRD in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (BSRF). The out-of-plane GIXRD patterns (Fig.3a) have demonstrated that both PDVT-8
and PDVT-10 thin films exhibit a lamellar stacking structure, with interlayer distances of 19.44 Å
and 21.11 Å, respectively. Because these (h00) peaks are not seen in the in-plane GIXRD patterns
(Fig.3b), it is concluded that the polymers were oriented perpendicular to the dielectric layer. This
orientation is well-known to achieve high carrier mobility because of the intermolecular interactions
parallel to the direction of the channel current flow. Both polymer films exhibit very closed stacking
with the π-π stacking distances of 3.72 Å for PDVT-8 and 3.66 Å for PDVT-10, respectively. Such
small π-π distances between polymer backbones suggests that the strongly intermolecular
interactions exist, which can be accounted for the π-π stacking of highly π-extended polymer
backbones and the strong D–A interactions.

Fig.3 (a) Grazing incidence X-ray scattering pattern (out-of-plane) of polymer PDVT-8 and PDVT-10 films
annealed at 180 °C. (b) In-plane X-ray scattering pattern of polymer PDVT-8 and PDVT-10 films annealed at
180 °C.
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The result was published in Advanced Materials (2012, 24, 4618–4622) and was selected as
cover.

Article：
Huajie Chen , Yunlong Guo , Gui Yu , * Yan Zhao , Ji Zhang , Dong Gao , Hongtao Liu , and
Yunqi Liu *, Highly π -Extended Copolymers with Diketopyrrolopyrrole Moieties for
High-Performance Field-Effect Transistors, Adv. Mater. 24, 4618–4622, 2012.
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Thin Film with Insulating Interior but Metallic Surfaces
With decreasing dimension, materials exhibit properties which bulk materials do not have.
These properties and their related phenomena have attracted more and more attention nowadays.
From the 1960s, bismuth (Bi) has drawn great interest for its low carrier concentration, small
effective carrier mass and large Fermi wavelength. With the given special properties of bulk Bi, one
of the interesting and appealing problems is to manipulate its electronic structure in thin films to
switch Bi from a semimetal to an insulator or semiconductor by the quantum size effect. Although
there have been considerable efforts in electrical conductance and Hall transport as well as Angle
Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy, the existence of semimetal-semiconductor transition in Bi
films remains elusive for the results introduced even more controversies and puzzles.

FIG. 1 (a) RHEED patterns of 6 and 25 nm of Bi on BaF2; the incident electron beam is along the [11-2]
direction of BaF2. (b), (c) The grazing angle XRD spectra of the same samples; the small peak around 41 degree
comes from the (0-22) diffraction of the BaF2 substrate.

In this letter, bismuth single crystalline films were epitaxially grown on BaF2 by MBE. To have
better calibration of the sample quality, aside from the in-situ RHEED, we used Grazing angle XRD
in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory Institute of High Energy Physics. As shown in Fig. 1,
we determined the structure of Bi thin film undergoes a transition from pseudocubic ((100) peak at
27.1 degree) to hexagonal ((1100) peak at 39.7 degree) phase. and also the stages of the growing
process. In addition, the conductance measurement (Fig. 2(a)) showed consistent results with the
RHEED and XRD experiments and we therefore conclude that we can obtain experimentally pure
Bi(111) single crystal films thicker than 15 nm on BaF2(111).

FIG. 2

(a) Conductance as a function of the sample thickness at 300, 100, and 5 K. (b) Conductivity of the

film interior derived from the slops of the conductance-thickness lines in region (III) of (a) as a function of
6
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temperature. The curve is an exponential fitting.

The dependence of Bi films’conductance on thickness at different temperature shows that it is
dominated by interior and surface at high and low temperature respectively. By plot the slops of the
conductance-thickness against temperature as shown in Fig. 2(b), we proved the existence of
semiconductor phase in thin bismuth films. This gives a strong argument to the long studied and
debated problem.

FIG. 3 (a) Conductivity-temperature curves (540–60 nm from top to bottom) normalized with the value at 300
K. The inset is a zoom-in from 270 to 300 K. (b) The temperature coefficients of conductivity between 270 and 300
K as a function of sample thicknesses. The black curve is a guide to the eye.

FIG.4 Temperature dependent conductivities of samples with different thickness. The arrows marke the
minimal points.

Further, we determined the semimetal-to-semiconductor transition point by studying the
temperature coefficients of conductivity’s dependence on temperature. Base on our understanding
that bismuth films ’ s transport properties are the joint effect of metallic surface state and
semiconductor interior, we made a model to study the widely observed yet perplexing behaviors in
the conductivity of bismuth films. We proved quantitatively that these behaviors are the results of
competition between the two components in the Bi films.
Article：
Xiao, S., Wei, D. & Jin, X. Bi(111) Thin Film with Insulating Interior but Metallic Surfaces.
Physical Review Letters 109, 166805, doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.166805 (2012).
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A stable solution-processed polymer semiconductor with record
high-mobility for printed transistors
Microelectronic circuits/arrays produced via high-speed printing instead of traditional
photolithographic processes offer an appealing approach to creating the long-sought after, low-cost,
large-area flexible electronics. Foremost among critical enablers to propel this paradigm shift in
manufacturing is a stable, solution-processable, high-performance semiconductor for printing
functionally capable thin-film transistors—fundamental building blocks of microelectronics.
Recently, researchers in Key Laboratory of Organic Solids, Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy
of Sciences have made great progress in this field. They report the processing and optimisation of
solution-processable polymer semiconductors for thin-film transistors, demonstrating very high
field-effect mobility, high on/off ratio, and excellent shelf-life and operating stabilities under ambient
conditions. Exceptionally high-gain inverters and functional ring oscillator devices on flexible
substrates have been demonstrated. This optimised polymer semiconductor represents a significant
progress in semiconductor development, dispelling prevalent skepticism surrounding practical
usability of organic semiconductors for high-performance microelectronic devices, opening up
application opportunities hitherto functionally or economically inaccessible with silicon technologies,
and providing an excellent structural framework for fundamental studies of charge transport in
organic systems.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the polymer.

Tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) of a thin film of high-molecular weight sample
(Mn/Mw=110,000/501,000) of the polymer showed large fibrous crystalline domain structures having
dimensions of 30~40 nm in width and more than 1 μm in length. This was collaborated by the
grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) results showing high crystallinity. The out-of-plane
(Qz) diffraction exhibited a progression of peaks at Qz=0.34 Å-1 (2θ=4.80°), demonstrating an
interlayer spacing of 18.4 Å. This is in excellent agreement with the calculated intermolecular
polymer chain packing distance of approximately 18.5 Å for 1 with the longest chains fully extended
from the backbone in a lamellar-like structure. The in-plane diffraction (Qxy) displayed a diffraction
peak at Qxy=1.83 Å-1 (2θ=25.95°), demonstrating a very close π-π stacking distance of 3.43 Å. The
out-of plane diffraction peaks increased significantly with increasing molecular weight (Fig. 2j, film
8
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thickness ,100 nm), attesting to a much higher crystallinity in the higher molecular weight films.

Figure 2. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) measurements of high-molecular weight polymer
semiconductor (Mn/Mw = 110,100/500,700).

The result was published in SCIENTIFIC REPORTS.

Article：
Li J, Zhao Y, Tan HS, Guo Y, Di CA, Yu G, Liu Y, Lin M, Lim SH, Zhou Y, Su H, Ong BS.. A
stable solution-processed polymer semiconductor with record high-mobility for printed transistors.
Sci. Rep. 2, doi:10.1038/srep00754, 2012.
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Synthesis and electrochemiluminescence of a new water-soluble Re(I)
complexes
Re(I) tricarbonyl diimine complexes are characteristic with (MLCT) [dπ(Re) π*(N^N)], with
rich photophysical and photochemical properties in visible light range, such as highly luminescence
quantum yields, relatively long luminescence lifetimes, stable luminescence in visible light range and
so on. Based on the advantages of Re(I) complexes, Re(I) tricarbonyl diimine complexes have been
studied and applied by many researchers, but most of them were soluble in organic solvent, which
limited the application of Re(I) complexes in analysis and bioanalysis. M.J. Li’s group from Fuzhou
university synthesized a series of water soluble Re(I) tricarbonyl diimine complexes with good
photophysical and photochemical properties by introducing hydrophilic groups into Re(I) complexes.
The related study result was published in Dalton Trans in 2012.
Study

of

introducing

hydrophilic

complexes([Re(CO)3(L1)(AN)](PF6)2

and

groups

and

acetonitrile

[Re(CO)3(L2)(AN)](PF6)3)

showed

into
the

Re(I)
good

water-solubility of these Re(I) complexes, while cyclic voltammetry study showed its good
electrochemical properties. In addition, electrochemiluminescence of Re(I) complex/TPrA system
and Re(I) complex/DBAE system indicating that the 3MLCT state was probably formed in both the
Re(I) complexes.

The solid state structures of [Re(CO)3(L1)(AN)](PF6)2 and [Re(CO)3(L2)(AN)](PF6)3 have been
determined by X-ray crystallography using Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility with 3W1A beam
(λ= 0.80 Å). Both complexes show distorted octahedral geometry with three carbonyl ligands groups
being fac-oriented around the Re (I) center. The bond distances of Re-C and Re-N were typical of
that found in rhenium(I) ricarbonyl diimine complexes. Angles subtended by the nitrogen atoms of
ligand at the rhenium center N(2)-Re(1)-N(1) was 75.5°, which are smaller than the ideal angle of
90°adopted in octahedral geometry as required by the steric requirement of the chelating bipyridine
ligand.
10
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The ECL of these complexes in the presence of co-reactant TPrA or DBAE in aqueous buffer
were studied. Triton X-100 was found to strongly enhance the ECL intensity of the rhenium(I)
complexes/TPrA system by about 190-fold. The results demonstrated that the new rhenium(I)
carbonyl complexes show strong ECL signals in the presence of Triton X-100 in aqueous buffer,
which would make it suitable for the potential analytical applications as ECL probes. Beijing
Synchrotron Radiation Facility helped the group to solve the structures and provided powerful help
to analyze the principle of the complexes. A lighter beam would be helpful for solving the structure
of smaller crystals and developing of luminescent probes.

Article：

Mei-Jin Li*, Xing-Liu, Yun-Qin Shi, Rui-Jia Xie, Qiao-Hua Wei, Guo-Nan Chen. Synthesis,
structure, photophysics and electrochemiluminescence of Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes with cationic
2,2-bipyridyl ligands. Dalton Trans., 41, 10612–10618, 2012.
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Electrochemiluminescence Properties of [Pt2Ag4(C≡CC6H4R)8]n (R =CH3, n
=1;R=H, n = 1 and 2) with Amine (TPrA and DBAE) as the
Coreactant and Determination of Sudan I
Two hexanuclear clusters, [Pt2Ag4(C≡CC6H4R)8](R=CH3 1;R=H 2), together with dimer
[Pt2Ag4(C≡CC6H5)8]2 (3), have been synthesized by the self-assembly reaction and characterized by
elemental analyses, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, and 1H NMR spectroscopy and by
X-ray crystallography for 1 and 3. Their research has been published on September 27th, 2012 in
Inorganic Chemistry.
It was reported that Forniés et al. tried many attempts at a complete X-ray study on the red
dimmer crystal 3, but the crystal data were not good enough for a complete X-ray study. They only
confirmed that two clusters [Pt2Ag4(C≡CC6H5)8] were linked by a Pt···Pt contact of 3.221(2) Å.
Fortunately, crystals 1 and 3 were successfully characterized on a Mar CCD 165 nm diffractometer
using the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility with the 3W1A beam in this paper. Two
crystallographically independent molecules A and B but with similar structural details were also
found in 1. An ORTEP drawing of the molecule A structure of 1 is shown in Figure 1. The basic
skeleton of 1 exhibits a distorted octahedral geometry of the metal centers with the platinum atoms in
a mutually trans disposition and the four silver atoms in the equatorial plane. The Pt···Ag and
Ag···Ag distances are shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii, demonstrating the presence of
strong Pt−Ag and Ag−Ag bonding interactions. The dimer 3 crystallizes in the tetragonal geometry
of space group P4/nnc with two clusters 2 linked by a Pt···Pt contact of 3.2119(17) Å (shown in
Figure 1), which is identical within experimental error to the analogous distance reported by Forniés
et al. The two clusters are rotated with a torsion angle C21−Pt1−Pt1A−C21B of 48.7°, but within
each of the clusters 2, the two square-planar [Pt(C≡CC6H5)4]2- fragments are found to be eclipsed.
The Pt···Ag distances [3.1181(10) and 3.0957(11) Å] and Ag···Ag distance [3.0812(12) Å] are
almost symmetrical, whereas the Ag−C bonds are asymmetrical, with Ag−Cα distances shorter than
Ag−Cβ bonds (Δ = 0.174−0.233 Å) and comparable to those found in 1. ECL of 1 and 2 /amine
systems in CH2ClCH2Cl was produced at the potentials of 1.14−1.19 V vs SCE, notably negatively
shifted by about 0.38 V compared to those of the Ru(bpy)32+ / amine system. It is noted that Sudan I
tends to decrease the ECL intensity of the 1 / DBAE system in CH2ClCH2Cl at a platinum working
electrode. A new ECL method for the determination of Sudan I was developed with a linear range of
2.5 × 10−5 −1.0 × 10−3 M and a detection limit of 8.0 × 10−6 M.
It is helpful for us to characterize by X-ray crystallography for 1 and 3 on a Mar CCD 165 nm
diffractometer by the oscillation scan technique at 193 K using the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility with a 3W1A beam. More studies of the functional heterometallic alkynyl complexes are in
progress, and more brilliant synchrotron beams would surely help to examine crystals that we have
12
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already got.

Figure 1. Structure of cluster 1 (left) and 3 (right), measured on a Mar CCD 165 nm diffractometer by the
oscillation scan technique at 193 K using the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility with a 3W1A beam

Article：

Q.H. Wei,* L.J. Han, Y. Jiang, X.X Lin, Y.N. Duan and G.N. Chen*, Electrochemiluminescence
Properties of [Pt2Ag4(C≡CC6H4R)8]n (R =CH3, n =1;R=H, n = 1 and 2) with Amine (TPrA and
DBAE) as the Coreactant and Determination of Sudan I. Inorg. Chem., (51), 11117−11125, 2012.
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Structural basis for the autoinhibition of human RSK1 C-terminal kinase
domain
The p90 ribosomal S6 kinases (RSKs), downstream effectors of mitogen-activated protein
kinase signaling pathway, comprise a family of Ser/Thr kinases involved in the regulation of various
cellular processes such as cell growth, proliferation and survival.
non-identical kinase domains.

Human RSKs comprise two

The N-terminal kinase domain of RSK (RSK NTKD) is responsible

for phosphorylation of substrates. The C-terminal kinase domain of RSK (RSK CTKD) involves in
autophosporylation.

The activation of RSK starts with the activation of RSK CTKD by

extracellular signal-regulated kinase-1/2 (ERK1/2).

The activated RSK CTKD initiates the

following phosphorylation precesses and finally activates RSK NTKD.

The fully activated RSK is

thus able to phosphorylate downstream substrates to modulate diverse cellular processes. The
group leaded by Dr. Xiao-Dong Su from Peking University has gained insight into the structure and
function of human RSK1 CTKD.

Their work has been published in Acta Cryst. (2012). D68,

680-685.
The Su group presented the crystal structure of human RSK1 CTKD at 2.7 Å resolution. They
showed that the structure of human RSK1 CTKD is a typical bilobed kinase fold, consisting of a
smaller N-terminal lobe and a larger C-terminal lobe. The residues essential for catalysis in the
ATP-binding cleft share similar conformations with those in the active forms of kinases, suggesting
that the ATP-binding site is ready for phosphotransfer. However, RSK1 adopts a negatively
regulatory mechanism, and the CTKD is inactive before binding of the upstream ERK1/2. The Su
group reveals an autoinhibition mechaniam of RSK1 CTKD. They found that an extra C-terminal


L) embedding in a cradle shaped by the F-G junction forms a distinct structural

feature that sits in the putative substrate-binding groove fixed and orientated by the ionic interactions
between E496, D499 and K695, and the hydrogen bonding between S599 and Y702, thus blocks the
peptide substrate binding site. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that truncation or mutation of
the putative autoinhibitory helix in the RSKs results in constitutive activation of RSK CTKD. The
structural observation explains mutation of Y702A in the counterpart residue in RSK2 resulted in
activation of the CTKD. Meanwhile, they suggest that ERK1/2 may activate RSK1 by
phosphorylating RSK1 followed by displacing L from its inhibitory position.

14
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Structure of human RSK1 CTKD. (a) Superimposition of ATP binding cleft of RSK1 CTKD (cyan) and
PKA (orange; PDB code: 1CDK). P-loop in RSK1 CTKD is disordered. The catalytic residues which are
required for optimal phosphotransfer are shown in sticks and labeled. (b) Overall structure. The missing
regions are indicated by dotted lines. (c) The interactions of the inhibitory L-helix (pink) with the rest of
the structure (cyan).

As a member of RSK family, RSK1 plays an important role in many cellular processes. RSK1 is
expressed ubiquitously in almost all human tissues, predominantly in kidney, lung and pancreas.
Recent studies have shown that RSK1 is overexpressed in primary breast and prostate cancers, and is
possible to be an anticancer target. The atomic structure of human RSK1 CTKD is of great interest
for the understanding of RSK activation mechanism and structure-based anticancer drug
development. Right after the structure deposited to the PDB, even before publication, this work has
drawn world-wide interests from scientists working on kinases. Now the Su group has established
collaboration with Dr. Giulio Rastelli from UNIMORE, Italy, on RSK1 inhibitor design. “RSK1 is a
potential anti-cancer target and its crystal structure should prove useful for the design of inhibitors,
therefore this is a very worthwhile study.” commented by an anonymous reviewer.

Article：
Li, D., Fu, T.-M., Nan, J., Liu, C., Li, L.-F., Su, X.-D.

“Structural basis for the autoinhibition of the

C-terminal kinase domain of human RSK1”, Acta Crystallogr D Biol Crystallogr., 68(Pt 6):680-5, 2012.
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High-Pressure Studies of Noncovalent Interactions in Supramolecular
Atchitectures
Supramolecular chemistry has attracted considerable attention since the conception was
proposed. It is the interdiscipline subject that concerns with synthesis, properties and applications of
“various molecular assemblies”. The supramolecular interactions, including hydrogen bonding and
π‒stacking, play a critical role in crystal engineering. Noncovalent interactions display higher
compressibility than covalent bonds. High pressure studies of noncovalent interactions and their
cooperativity in the stability of supramolecular architectures are of fundamental and practical
importance.
To our knowledge, there are comparatively few investigations on mechanical properties of
supramolecular architectures. Research on noncovalent interactions and their cooperativity in
supramolecular materials under high-pressure conditions can make a contribution to understanding
the structural resilience and robustness of supramolecular systems, which are crucial to optimal
properties of the envisaged practical applications. We have undertaken a lot of works on structural
properties of supramolecular architectures under high pressure.
(1) Guanidinium Methanesulfonate (C(NH2)3+·CH3SO3−, GMS)
Supramolecular architectures based on guanidinium cation and sulfonate anions RSO3− occupy
an important position in the supramolecular chemistry area. Hundreds of layered guanidinium motifs
have been synthesized on the basis of monosulfonate and disulfonate anions. The integrity of
hydrogen-bonded sheet is attributed to the maximization of hydrogen bonds between six electron
lone pairs on sulfonate oxygen atoms and six guanidinium protons, as well as electrostatic
interactions between oppositely charged ions. Herein we choose guanidinium methanesulfonate as an
ideal model to investigate the structural properties of guanidinium sulfonate motifs owing to its
simpleness. We report the high-pressure response of guanidinium methanesulfonate using in situ
Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques up to the pressures of ~11
GPa. GMS exhibits the representative supramolecular structure of two-dimensional (2D)
hydrogen-bonded bilayered motifs under ambient conditions (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Crystal structure of GMS under ambient conditions.
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Figure 2 summarizes the evolution of the lattices modes of GMS. The three modes display
ordinary blue shifts up to 0.6 GPa, originating from the expected contraction of interionic distances
with increasing pressure. At 0.6 GPa, a new set of lattice modes emerges, indicating that GMS
undergoes a phase transition from phase I to phase II. At 1.5 GPa, another set of lattice modes is
observed, indicative of the second transition from phase II to phase III. The evolution of the lattice
modes in phase III does not reveal any remarkable changes from 1.5 to 11.0 GPa, suggesting the
phase III is stable up to 11.0 GPa.
Typical Raman spectra in the range of 2910–3120 cm-1 and 3110–3600 cm-1 are shown in
Figure 3. The two CH3 stretching modes reveal blue shifts owing to the repulsive nature of chemical
environment around methyl groups below 0.6 GPa. The NH stretching modes exhibit the overall red
shifts in the range of 0–0.6 GPa, implying the hydrogen bonds in phase I are of weak or moderate
type. At 0.6 GPa, there is a pronounced redistribution in position and intensity in the NH stretching
region, suggesting that the connectivity of hydrogen-bonded networks of guanidinium cations and
methanesulfonate anions has been changed. Hence, the first phase transition may involve
reconstruction of the two building blocks. At 1.5 GPa, the splitting of CH3 asymmetric stretching
mode was traced, while the NH stretching modes do not involve any significant changes.
Furthermore, the NH stretching patterns above 1.5 GPa are identical to those in phase II. These
results demonstrate the second phase transition is not reconstructive and related to the distortions of
methyl groups.

Figure 2 Selected Raman spectra of GMS lattice
modes

Figure 3

Selected Raman spectra of GMS in: (a) the

range of 2910–3120 cm-1; and (b) the NH stretching
region.

To gain straightforward evidence and more information about the phase transitions, we
performed synchrotron ADXRD experiments. Figure 4 presents the dependence of typical diffraction
patterns of GMS as a function of pressure up to 11.2 GPa. As can be seen, the pattern at 1.0 GPa is
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quite distinct from the one of the ambient phase, signifying the transition from phase I to phase II.
The diffraction pattern for the retrieved sample can be well indexed with Pnma symmetry, and the
refined lattice parameters are a = 10.65(6) Å, b = 7.94(8) Å, c = 7.44(5) Å and V = 630.51(4) Å3
(Figure 5). Therefore, we propose the space group of phase II is Pnma. With further compression, the
new set of diffraction pattern at 1.8 GPa implies the phase II of GMS has gone through a transition to
phase III. No distinct change in the diffraction patterns is observed with further compression, proving
the phase III to be stable up to the pressure of 11.2 GPa. The Pawley refinement of the pattern at 2.7
GPa reveals that the space group Pna21 matches the diffraction data very well. Hence, the phase III
is proposed to possess Pna21 symmetry, and the indexed parameters are a = 9.70(5) Å, b = 7.42(5) Å,
c = 7.82(4) Å and V = 563.82(7) Å3. Additionally, GMS is quenched to the phase II upon complete
decompression, implying the first phase transition is irreversible and the second one is reversible.

Figure 4 Representative synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns of GMS

Figure 5 Pawley refinements of GMS: (a) at 2.7 GPa; and (b) the
pattern after releasing the pressure.

(2) Sodium Squarate

Under high pressure, the influence of π–stacking is always overwhelmed or affected by other
interactions. And among the three kinds of stacking interaction, face-to-face π–stacking is the rarest
one, due to its repulsive nature. These two points lead to the fact that the high-pressure exploration of
face-to-face π–stacking is far from complete. Sodium Squarate (Na2C4O4, SS) possesses a rare but
typical structure, based on face-to-face π–stacking interaction. It exhibits the unique structure with
layers of squarate anions and sodium cations (Figure 1A). Face-to-face π–stacking interaction acts as
repulsive force between the adjacent squarate planes. Meanwhile, electrostatic interactions also exist
between the oppositely charged anions and cations to balance π–stacking. Squarate trihydrate
(Na2C4O4•3H2O, SST) can be regarded as a deformation of SS, which is caused by the existence of
water. Water complicates the layered structure of SS, but the fundamental face-to-face π–stacking
structure has been retained (Figure 1B). We carry out in situ high-pressure Raman scattering and
angle-dispersive synchrotron X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) studies of SS and SST, so as to detect the
unique high-pressure behaviors of π–stacking, show how hydrogen bonding affects the behaviors of
π–stacking under high pressure and explore the stability this series of stacked structures.
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Figure 1A. Crystal structure of SS under ambient conditions. 1B Crystal structure of SST under ambient
conditions.

From the representative Raman and XRD patterns (Figure 2), we conducted that SS undergoes a
phase transition at ~11.1 GPa, identified as a symmetry transformation from P21/c to P21. The
complex behaviors of the ring modes in Raman spectra indicate that squarate rings are distorted by
the increasing pressure. Perpendicular to the adjacent layers of squarate rings, it is the π–π repulsion
that exists between them. Compression gives rise to the pacing reduction between the adjacent
squarate planes and approach and overlap of the π-electron clouds over the squarate rings. The closer
π-electron clouds result in the larger π–π repulsion between adjacent rings. When the strengthening
of π–stacking cannot afford the increased free energy anymore, SS begins to adopt a new
conformation. Therefore, we concluded that the enhancement of π–stacking between adjacent layers
leads to the distortion of squarate rings, which is responsible for the phase transition at 11.1 GPa.

Figure 2(a)-(c) Representative high-pressure Raman spectra of SS. (d) Representative XRD patterns of SS at
high pressures.

In order to understand the mechanism of the phase transition more clearly, ab initio calculations
were performed with the pseudopotential plane-wave method based on density functional theory.
This calculation mode is coincident with our conclusion, deduced from the observed Raman spectra.
As can be seen, the fundamental structure of SS still remains at high pressure. However, squarate
rings are distorted by the increasing pressure, which results into the complex behaviors of the ring
modes in Raman spectra. Meanwhile, in the calculated structural model, the decreasing of π–stacking
related parameters indicates the enhancement of π–stacking interactions, which are consistent with
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the inferred mechanism of the phase transitions.

Figure 3a. Crystal structure of SS under ambient conditions. 3b Calculated structure of SS at 15 GPa.

For comparison, high-pressure investigations on SST are performed up to 17.1 GPa. SST
undergoes a phase transition at 10.3 GPa. As we have analyzed in SS, the squarate rings in SST are
also be distorted by the increasing pressure. Due to the similar variations in Raman patterns and the
analogical structures of SS and SST, we infer this distortion can also be caused by the enhancement
of π–stacking. Whereas, with the effects of the strengthen hydrogen bonds, the distortions of the
squarate rings in SST are not as obvious as in SS. Moreover, after the phase transition, the distorted
squarate rings should be surrounded by the disordered water molecules.
Our conclusion is also supported by high-pressure behavior of ammonium squarate
((NH4)2C4O4, AS). Comparing the high-pressure behaviors of AS, SS and SST, it can be inferred that
the rearranged hydrogen bonding in AS complicates the distortion of squarate rings, but the only
strengthened hydrogen bonds in SST restrain this change. Furthermore, hydrogen bonding can drag
the ammonium ions and squarate anions in AS to form the disordered structure. However, there is no
effect of hydrogen bonding in SS, so SS can keep in order after the phase transition. This is also the
reason for the appearance of the disordered water in SST under high pressure. Additionally, the phase
transitions of AS and SS are all reversible. So it is the electrostatic interaction that compels the
compounds returning to their original structure. Furthermore, the structures of SS, SST, and AS are
stabilized with face-to-face π–stacking. We conclude that the ambient phase of this series of
materials can be stable up to ∼11 GPa.

Article：
1. Shourui Li, Qian Li, Jing Zhou, Run Wang, Zhangmei Jiang, Kai Wang, Dapeng Xu, Jing Liu, Bingbing
Liu, Guangtian Zou, and Bo Zou,* Effect of High Pressure on the Typical Supramolecular Structure of
Guanidinium Methanesulfonate, The Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 2012, 116(10), 3092-3098
2. Qian Li, Shourui Li, Kai Wang, Wenbo Li, Jing Liu, Bingbing Liu, Guangtian Zou, and Bo Zou,*
Compression Studies of Face-to-Face π-Stacking Interaction in Sodium Squarate salts: Na2C4O4 and
Na2C4O4.3H2O, The Journal of Chemical Physics, 2012, 137(18), 184905
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Structural insights into the function of ribosomal RNA methyltransferases
RlmG and RsmE
Methylation of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) nucleotides plays an important role in the biogenesis
and regulation of the ribosome in all living organisms. This modification is closely associated with
fine-tuning the process of protein synthesis and bacterial resistance to antibiotics. A team from
Center for Protein Structure and Function, Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, has gained insight
into the structure and function of ribosomal RNA methyltransferases (MTases) RlmG (m2G1835)
and RsmE (m3U1498) to reveal the novel catalytic mechanisms. Their research has been published in
RNA and Journal of Molecular Biology of 2012, respectively.
RlmG is a specific AdoMet-dependent MTase responsible for N2-methylation of G1835 in 23S
rRNA of Escherichia coli. Single wavelength anomalous data (SAD) from seleno-RlmG crystals
were collected on the beamline station 3W1A of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The
structure of RlmG is composed of two homologous domains: N-terminal domain (NTD) in the
recognition and binding of the substrate, and C-terminal domain (CTD) in AdoMet-binding and
catalytic process. RNA-binding properties of NTD and CTD characterized by both gel
electrophoresis mobility shift assays and isothermal titration calorimetry showed NTD could bind
RNA independently and RNA binding was achieved by NTD accomplished by coordinating role of
CTD. The model of RlmG-AdoMet-RNA complex suggested that RlmG may unfold its substrate
RNA in the positively charged cleft between NTD and CTD, and then G1835 disengages from its
Watson-Crick pairing with C1905 and flips out to insert into the active site. The structure and
biochemical studies provide novel insights into the catalytic mechanism of G1835 methylation.
RsmE is the founding member of a new RNA MTase family responsible for methylation of
U1498 in 16S rRNA in Escherichia coli. Diffraction data of RsmE were collected on the beamline
station 1W2B of BSRF. The crystal structure in monomer showed that it consists of two distinct but
structurally related domains: the PUA-like RNA recognition and binding domain and the conserved
MTase domain with a deep trefoil knot. Analysis of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data
revealed RsmE forms a flexible dimeric conformation which may be essential for substrate-binding.
The AdoMet-binding characteristic determined by isothermal titration calorimetry suggested there is
only one AdoMet molecule bound in the subunit of the homodimer. In vitro methylation assay of the
mutants based on the RsmE-AdoMet-UMP complex model showed key residues involved in
substrate-binding and catalysis. The MTase domain of one subunit in dimeric RsmE is responsible
for binding of one AdoMet molecule and catalytic process while the PUA-like domain in the other
subunit is mainly responsible for recognition of one substrate molecule (the rRNA fragment and
ribosomal protein complex). The methylation process is required by collaboration of both subunits
and dimerization is functionally critical for catalysis. In general, this study provides new information
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on the structure-function relationship of RsmE, and thereby suggests a novel catalytic mechanism.

Single wavelength anomalous data (SAD) from seleno-RlmG crystals were collected on the
beamline station 3W1A of BSRF and the RlmG-AdoMet comolex structure was determined at 2.25
Å resolution. RlmG is composed of two homologous domains: N-terminal domain (NTD) and
C-terminal domain (CTD). The model of RlmG-AdoMet-RNA complex suggested that RlmG may
unfold its substrate RNA in the positively charged cleft between NTD and CTD, and then G1835
disengages from its Watson-Crick pairing with C1905 and flips out to insert into the active site.

Diffraction data of RsmE were collected on the beamline station 1W2B of BSRF. The crystal
structure showed that it consists of two distinct but structurally related domain. Analysis of SAXS
data revealed RsmE forms a flexible dimeric conformation which may be essential for
substrate-binding. Only one AdoMet molecule bound in the subunit of the homodimer. In the
RsmE-AdoMet-UMP complex model, the MTase domain of one subunit is responsible for binding of
one AdoMet molecule and catalytic process while the PUA-like domain in the other subunit is
mainly responsible for recognition of one substrate molecule.

Article：
1、hang H, Gao Z, Wei Y, Wang W, Liu G, Shtykova E, Xu J and Dong Y. (2012) Structural insights into the
function of 23S rRNA methyltransferase RlmG (m2G1835) from Escherichia coli. RNA. 18: 1500-1509.
2、Zhang H, Wan H, Gao Z, Wei Y, Wang W, Liu G, Shtykova E, Xu J and Dong Y. (2012) Insights into the
Catalytic Mechanism of 16S rRNA Methyltransferase RsmE (m3U1498) from Crystal and Solution Structures.
Journal of Molecular Biology. 423: 576-589.
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Improving the solubility of Mn and suppressing the oxygen vacancy density
in Zn0.98Mn0.02O nanocrystals via octylaminetreatment
Mn-doped ZnO has been investigated extensively due to the potential applications as spintronics
materials. However, the solubility of Mn in ZnO is lower in the nanocrystals than that in the bulk
because of self-purification process of Mn ions.In addition, some defects such as oxygen vacancy
(VO) can be easily formed due to the low formation energy during doping. The presence of VO has
great effects on the properties of Mn-doped ZnO. It is very important to find an effective method of
enhancing the solubility of Mn and suppressing the formation of VO in Mn-doped ZnO.Co-doping
can modify the state of the dopants in host lattices and modulate the defect type and concentration. In
ZnO system, transition metal Mn doping form a donor level, while N doping form an acceptor level,
we suppose that Mn-donor level and N-acceptor level may form the donor-accepter-donor (D-A-D)
complex, which could increase the solubility of Mn in ZnO during (Mn, N) co-doping by reducing
the ionization energy of the donor impurities.However, it is difficult to measure the solubility and the
defects type and concentration. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) is very sensitive to the local
environment of a selected atom. We collected Mn and Zn k-edge XAFS spectra on Beamline 1W1B
at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF).

The result of Zn k-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) reveals that the VO density
deceases with increasing treatment octylamine content. The variation of Mn k-edge XAFS indicates
that octylamine treatment can change the state of Mn in the ZnO lattice, from Mn3+O6 in the
interstitial sites to Mn2+O4 with tetrahedral coordination in the substitutional sites. It means that
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more and more Mn2+ ions dissolve into ZnO lattices with increasing treatment octylamine content.
We have clearly demonstrated that co-doping with N can enhance the solubility of Mn in ZnO and
suppress VO density in Zn0.98Mn0.02O nanocrystals. This result indicates that we can effectively
investigate the local environment and the defect type and concentration via XAFS spectra.

Article：
Yan Cheng, WeichangHao,* HuaizheXu,* YouXing Yu, Tianmin Wang, Rui Chen, Linjuan Zhang, Y. Du, X.
L. Wang, and S. X. Dou. Improving the solubility of Mn and suppressing the oxygen vacancy density in
Zn0.98Mn0.02O nanocrystals via octylamine treatment. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2012, 4, 4470-4475.
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Crystallographic analysis of the conserved C-terminal domain of
transcription factor Cdc73 from Saccharomyces cerevisiae reveals a
GTPase-like fold
Paf1 complex which contains Paf1, Cdc73, Ctr9, Leo1 and Rtf1 (recently discovered hSki8 is
one subunit in human Paf1 complex) subunits is a conserved complex in eukaryotes. The main
function of Paf1 complex is taking participate into transcription including initiation, elongation and
termination together with RNA polⅡ. Till now, only a little is known about the structure information
of Paf1 complex. Before the structure of the C-terminal domain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cdc73
was reported, only the Plus-3 domain structure of human Rtf1 had been determined. The Maikun
Teng and Liwen Niu groups from University of Science and Technology of China collected a set of
2.5Å diffraction data of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Cdc73 under the assistance of the staff on
beamline 3W1A of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility and solved the structure by using the
heavy atom iodine anomalous scattering data. The results were published in August 2012 on the
journal “Acta Crystallographica Section D Biological Crystallography”. In the same period, the
Karen M. Arndt, Andrew P. VanDemark groups from the University of Pittsburgh solved the segment
structure of Cdc73 too.
Paf1 complex as a platform on RNA polⅡthat coordinates the association of many critical
transcription factors plays a key role in one or more steps in transcription. In a very recently study,
the C-terminal domain of Cdc73, Rtf1 or Ctr9 were shown to directly bind to RNA polⅡ CTD
repeat peptides in a phosphorylation-specific manner.
As a tumor suppressor, the mutation of Human Cdc73 can lead to hyperparathyroidism-jaw
tumor (HPT-JT) or other tumors. A DALI server search indicates the C-terminal structure of Cdc73 is
a canonical α6/β6 GTPase-like fold, although the primary sequence of it has very low identity to
GTPases and is not conservative at the key region. No significant GTP-binding ability and hydrolysis
activity were detected by ITC and enzyme activity assay. So Cdc73, with a GTPase-like fold, may
not be a GTPase. The determination of the structure of Cdc73 has provided further insights into the
assembly way of Paf1 complex and the structural basis for study on Cdc73-RNA PolⅡ interaction
and human related diseases. Further research work is underway.
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Fig.1 Ribbon diagram of yCdc73_C.

Fig.2 Superposition of yCdc73_C (grey) and Rab33 (green).

Article：
Hongkai Chen, Nuo Shi, Yongxiang Gao, Xu Li, Maikun Teng* and Liwen Niu*, Crystallographic analysis of the
conserved C-terminal domain of transcription factor Cdc73 from Saccharomyces cerevisiae reveals a GTPase-like
fold. Acta Crystallogr D Biol Crystallogr. 68(Pt 8):953-9, 2012.
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Structural features of the single-stranded DNA-binding protein MoSub1
from Magnaporthe oryzae
A joint-team from China Agriculture University has gained insight into the mysterious structure
and function of MoSub1, the Sub1 homology from rice blast fungus. Their research has been
published on August 18th, 2012 in Acta Crystallogr D Biol Crystallogr.
MoSub1's 1.79 Å data

were collected at 100 K on beamline station 3W1A at Beijing

Synchrotron Research Facility (BSRF) and BL-17U at Shanghai Synchrotron Research Facility
(SSRF).

MoSub1 forms a dimer in solution, and each monomer consists of an alpha helix and five

β fold-lines. The structure of the protein shows high structure similarity with the structure of PC4
and has a similar dimer interface and DNA binding region to PC4, indicating that MoSub1 could
bind DNA using the same motif as other proteins of the Sub1/PC4 family. MoSub1, like PC4, was
able to bind single strand dT12 strongly with a Kd of 186 nM. Surprisingly, there are two novel
features in the MoSub1 structure comparing PC4 C-terminal structure: a N-terminal to the DNA
binding domain and a C-terminal extension. The N-terminal region to the DNA binding domain of
MoSub1 turns back towards to the DNA binding site and may interact with DNA or DNA binding
site directly. The C-terminal extension region, which is absent in PC4, may be capable of interacting
with other protein partners instead of DNA.

The research provides the scientific community clues to understand the biological function of
MoSub1 protein, synchrotron sources have helped the team to unveil the structure. "However, the
C-terminal extension region of MoSub1 protein binds to different protein modules, and other
complex structures are to be solved to dig out more interaction details, and more brilliant synchrotron
beams would surely help to examine smaller crystals that we've already got." explains Prof. junfeng
Liu, one of the team leades from China Agriculture university.
Article:
Jinguang Huang, Yanxiang Zhao, Dan Huang, Huaian Liu, Neil Justin, Wensheng Zhao, Junfeng Liu* and
Youliang Peng.* Structural features of the single-stranded DNA-binding protein MoSub1 from Magnaporthe
oryzae. Acta Cryst. (2012). D68, 1071–1076.
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Effects of Ni doping on the structure and properties of birnessite and
implication for Ni enrichment
Ferromanganese minerals occurred in soils, sediments and sea floor are generally enriched in
various transition metals (TMs). Hexagonal birnessite is the most ubiquitous and reactive manganese
oxide in geological environments. Incorporation of TM ions into birnessites not only affects their
valence and speciation, but also results in certain changes in (sub)structure and physicochemical
properties, consequently affecting the geochemical behaviors of heavy metals and organic pollutants.
A soil minerals team led by professor Fan Liu from college of resources and environment, Huazhong
Agricultural University has gained insight into the interaction mechanism of Ni with hexagonal
birnessite. Their research has been published on September 15th, 2012 in Geochimica et
Cosmochimica Acta.
In order to mimic natural conditions, Ni-doped birnessites were synthesized by Ni
coprecipitation with Mn. Modern analytical techniques (XRD, FESEM, XPS, XANES and EXAFS)
were carried out to investigate the effects of Ni doping on the substructure and physicochemical
properties of birnessite and Ni crystal chemistry in birnessite, and isothermal adsorption and
oxidation of metal(loids) (Pb2+, Zn2+, As(III)) were also conducted. The following results are
obtained: (1) These Ni-rich birnessites have Ni contents as high as 2.99% (Ni5) and 6.08% (Ni10) in
weight. EXAFS results show that Ni5 has 23.7% of the total Ni (0.71wt.%) and Ni10 has 34.5% of
the total Ni (2.10 wt.%) in Mn octahedral layer with the remaining Ni located at vacancies and edge
sites (Figure 1). Combination with the fact that Ni in natural ferromanganese crusts and nodules are
located in Mn layers, it is suggested that i) Ni coprecipitation with Mn and ii) Ni migration into
layers after adsorption on the surface of birnessite are two important mechanisms for enrichment of
Ni in birnessite, and the latter is probably the main mechanism. (2) The Ni-rich birnessites have
weaker crystallinity and thermal stability, fewer layers stacked along the c axis (Figure 2), ~1.5-2.7
times larger surface areas, and a higher Mn average oxidation state and more vacancies compared to
the birnessite without Ni. (3) adsorption capacities for Pb2+ and Zn2+ by these Ni-rich birnessites are
reduced for that large amounts of Ni2+ are occupied above/below vacancies. (4) The Ni-rich
birnessites exhibit much higher oxidation capability and can completely oxidize As(III) in solution at
rapid initial reaction rates under the experimental conditions. These results provide novel insights
into the interaction mechanisms of TMs with birnessite and geochemical controls of environmental
contaminants by birnessites. It can also help us explore oceanic polymetallic manganese nodules
resources.
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Figure 1 Ni K-edge Fourier transformed (FT) EXAFS spectra (solid line) of Ni5 and Ni10 with best fit overlaid
(dotted line).

Figure 2 Illustration of variation in crystal sizes of Ni-rich birnessites in the c direction

Article:
Hui Yin, Wenfeng Tan, Lirong Zheng, Haojie Cui, Guohong Qiu, Fan Liu*, Xionghan Feng*. Characterization of
Ni-rich hexagonal birnessite and its geochemical effects on aqueous Pb2+/Zn2+ and As(III). Geochimica et
Cosmochimica Acta 93, 47-62, 2012.
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Probing solid-state N-doping in graphene by X-ray absorption near-edge
structure spectroscopy
Graphene has attracted great interests due to their unique physical and chemical properties,
which could be utilized for numerous potential applications. To improve the graphene functionality,
controllable doping represents an effective way to modulate the electronic properties. Nitrogen (N)
doping has been frequently used to approach the n-type behavior and to enhance the conductivity of
grapheme. In N-doping processes, it is significant to identify the doping species, which have a great
influence on the electronic structure of graphene. The team probed the evolution of the solid state
N-doping in graphene utilizing the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy (Fig.
1). The XANES spectra at C, N and O K-edges showed that the doped N species were urea
attachments to graphene at annealing temperatures lower than 300 ºC, while a transition from urea to
amino species was observed at 400 ºC. At higher temperatures, pyridinic and graphitic types
dominated the doping. The results indicated that XANES was a powerful tool to monitor the
electronic structure of graphene-based materials. This work was published in Carbon (2012).

Fig. 1 C and N K-edge XANES spectra of GO, GRA-200, GRA-300, GRA-400, GRA-500 and GRA-600.

Article：
Jun Zhong, Jiu-Jun Deng, Bao-Hua Mao, Tian Xie, Xu-Hui Sun, Zhi-Gang Mou, Cai-Hao Hong, Ping Yang,
Sui-Dong Wang*, Probing solid state N-doping in graphene by X-ray absorption near-edge structure
spectroscopy, Carbon 50, 321-341, 2012.
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Regulation of Magnetic Behavior and Electronic Configuration in Mn
doped ZnO Nanorods By Surface Modification
Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) become one of the most interesting materials for the
future chip and information storage application, which not only possesses the transport property
pertaining to traditional semiconductors but also exhibits the spin-controllable ferromagnetic
characteristics. In particular, the rapid development of technology induces the nano-scale DMSs
materials have been extensively explored. In nano-scale DMSs materials, under the surface
modifications the local atomic and electronic structure of materials varies dramatically, and such
complex surface structural rearrangements can effectively tune the existence of room temperature
ferromagnetism. Because of its local characteristics, the fine structure of materials, however, cannot
be well described through conventional methods. From the atomic-level point of view the surface
interaction and the effect of the surfactant on the electronic configuration of magnetic atoms have
remained elusive. A team from the Institute of High Energy Physics has gained in-depth insight into
the magnetic behavior and electronic configuration in Mn-doped ZnO nanorods by surface
modification. This research has been published in Chemistry of Materials by 2012.
The team successfully tuned the magnetic behavior in Mn-doped ZnO nanorods from
paramagnetism to ferromagnetism via surface modification. From the microscopic point of view the
surface Mn ions exists in the form of 3+ valence and fits a distorted tetrahedral environment.
Different surface modifications induce alteration of the Mn 3d-anion p hybridization strength, which
directly mediate the ferromagnetism of this system.
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This research well reveals the interaction mechanism between the surfactant molecules and
nanocrystal atoms for better tunning magnetic behavior of nano-DMSs systems via surface atomic
changes. Most importantly, the synergetic combination of synchrotron-based hard and soft x-ray
absorption spectroscopy can be used to obtain complementary structural information by detecting the
bulk and surface regions, and have a huge potential for future structural elucidation in surface and
interface science science.

Article：
Linjuan Zhang, Jian-Qiang Wang, Jiong Li, Shuo Zhang*, Zheng Jiang, Jing Zhou, Jie Cheng, Tiandou Hu,
Wensheng Yan, Xiangjun Wei, Ziyu Wu*. Regulation of Magnetic Behavior and Electronic Configuration in Mn
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Crystallization Behavior of Poly (ε-capro1actone) and Poly
(ε-capro1actone)/LiClO4 Complexes from the Melt
Polymer crystallization is one of the most challenging topics in polymer physics. At present,
there still lacks of clear understanding in the polymer crystallization, especially in the induction of
crystallization of a polymer material.. Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is the ideal model to study
polymer crystallization due to its particular properties. A team from School of Materials Science and
Engineering of TianJin University investigated the melting crystallization behavior of PCL and
PCL/LiClO4 complexes, to obtain insights of the structural evolution in the crystallization induction
period. Their research has been published on August 23th, 2012 in CrystEngComm.
This team has observed lag in the time resolved intensity change of wide angle x-ray scattering
(WAXS) and small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The result indicates that the pre-ordered phase
(according to SAXS) emerges in the induction stage prior to the appearance of finely ordered
structure, or crystalline (according to WAXS). This discrepancy in SAXS and WAXS profile changes
was observed during the isothermal crystallization of PCL and PCL/LiClO4 complexes. The results
indicate that the initial crystallization of PCL and PCL/LiClO4 complexes can not be described by
the nucleation and growth scheme. Meanwhile, the lamellar crystallites via transient intermediate
states rather than forming and growing directly from the isotropic in an entangled polymer melt. The
SAXS data collected in the crystallization induction period were analyzed according to the Guinier
plot, and it indicated that the local ordering in the polymer melt led to the variation in density. The
Li+ doped PCL chains or segments are aligned out of the condensed domains. The sizes of the
isolated condensed domains are almost constant during the crystallization induction period. The
crystalline lamellar thickness in the later stage of crystallization was also calculated from the
correlation function. By comparing the condensed domain size in crystallization induction with the
crystalline lamellar thickness in the later stage of crystallization, it is showed that the final crystalline
structure may evolve from pre-ordered phase in the initial stage of the melt. Through accurate
analysis, the PCL and PCL/LiClO4 complexes depicted same SAXS intensities. Li+ salt is mainly
found at the interphase of PCL.
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Structural evolution process occurring in the isothermal crystallization process of PCL with 2% LiClO4, which
is obtained from the SAXS/WAXS dates using synchrotron radiation at BSRF. At first, some denser region formed
and then the PCL chains in the domain adopt correct conformation and ordered arrangement to form the transient
phase. Then the chain in transient phases folded into crystallite cell and the stable crystalline phase formed.

The research provides new evidence for understanding polymer crystallization. In this research,
the structural evolution in the crystallization induction period is investigated by comparing and
analyzing the time related intensity of changes obtained in the SAXS profiles and that in the WAXS
scattering. Thanks to the unique advantages of synchrotron radiation, the structural evolution can be
observed in situ during the isothermal crystallization process.
"However, crystallization involves a subtle combination of equilibrium (thermodynamic) and no
equilibrium (kinetic) effects which are particularly complicated for polymers. In situ SAXS and
WAXS is very necessary to study the polymer crystallization process." explains Shichun Jiang, the
team leader and professor of School of Materials Science and Engineering, Tianjin University.

Article:
Yao Zhang, Hong Huo, Jingqing Li, Yingrui Shang, Yu Chen, Sergio S. Funari, Shichun Jiang*, Crystallization
Behavior of Poly (ε-capro1actone) and Poly (ε-capro1actone)/LiClO4 Complexes from the Melt, CrystEngComm,
14, 7972-7980, 2012.
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Ce–Ti amorphous oxides for selective catalytic reduction of NO with NH3:
Confirmation of Ce–O–Ti active sites
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) contribute much to acid rain, photochemical smog, and the depletion of
tropospheric ozone. In China, the total amount of NOx emission has been controlled during the
National Twelfth Five-Year Plan. The commercial technology for NOx control is the selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx with NH3. Therein, the SCR catalyst is the most important.
Previous studies have showed that a lot of amorphous catalysts present high activity, and the working
state of some crystalline catalysts is also amorphous. However, the component of the active site still
cannot be confirmed completely. A team from School of Chemistry and Chemical engineering of
University of Jinan designed and prepared Ce–Ti amorphous composite oxides, and conducted
studies on the NH3-SCR catalytic activity, the structure and the active sites. Their research has been
published on August 13th, 2012 in Environmental Science & Technology.
The team found that Ce–Ti amorphous composite oxides can be obtained simply by adjusting
the molar ratios of Ce/Ti using a coprecipitation method. Especially, Ce0.3TiOx (Ce/Ti molar ratio of
0.3) shows NOx conversion above 90 % from 175 to 400 °C and the N2 selectivity was always above
95 %. Importantly, the amorphous samples show higher activity than their crystalline equivalent at
low temperatures. Moreover, the emergence of small CeO2 crystallites as for the crystalline sample is
deleterious to activity. The results of temperature programmed reduction with H2 (H2–TPR), in situ
FTIR spectra of NO adsorption and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) suggest the strong
synergistic effect between Ce and Ti. Furthermore, X-ray absorption fine-structure (XAFS)
confirmed the Ce–O–Ti short-range order structure, which is directly observed by field-emission
TEM (FETEM).
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As XAFS experiments (at BSRF) show the absence of the Ce–O–Ce structure in Ce–Ti
amorphous composite oxides, the assignment of the activity of Ce0.3TiOx to the crystalline and
amorphous CeO2 can be excluded. However, the detected Ti–O–Ti local structure (TiO2) shows
much low activity to SCR reactions. Thus, the Ce–O–Ti short-range order structure is confirmed as
the active site for the NH3-SCR reactions. This progress is reported entitled as “Research from
University of Jinan Reveals New Findings on Environmental Science and Technology” by
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VerticalNews, American media of science and technology, in September 28th, 2012.
http://www.verticalnews.com/premium_newsletters/Chemicals-and-Chemistry/2012-09-28/313
3CH.html
The research provides the scientific clues to understand the reaction mechanism of amorphous
catalysts and develop new and highly active catalysts especially at low and medium temperatures. In
this research, XAFS Station of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility have helped the team to reveal
the structure of the active site of the Ce–Ti amorphous composite oxide. “The short-range order
structure is the smallest unit of the redox reaction in amorphous oxides, therefor, the research
reported the phenomena similar to those of single-atom catalysis in metal catalysts in oxide cataltysts.
However, whether or not it is suitable for other amorphous systems, further work is needed, in which
XAFS must be a powerful tool”, explained by Zhaoliang Zhang, the team leader and the professor of
School of Chemistry and Chemical engineering, University of Jinan.

Article:
Ping Li, Ying Xin, Qian Li, Zhongpeng Wang, Zhaoliang Zhang*, Lirong Zheng, Ce–Ti amorphous oxides for
selective catalytic reduction of NO with NH3: Confirmation of Ce–O–Ti active sites. Environmental Science &
Technology, 46, 9600-9605, 2012.
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Implication of Mercury Speciation in Thiosulfate Treated Plants
No mercury hyperaccumulators have been identified to date. Many studies have proven that the
ammonium thiosulfate can enhance the mercury accumulation in plant through which they can meet
the standard of accumulators or even hyperaccumulators. However, the mechanism of mercury
transport and accumulation in plant as a result of ammonium thiosulfate has not been identified yet.
Researchers from Institute of Geochemistry, CAS have studied the mercury speciation in thiosulfate
treated plant by using XANES approach and explored the possible mechanism of mercury
accumulation induced by thiosulfate. Their results have been published on Feb, 2012 in
Environmental Science & Technology.
The research group found very interesting results that nearly 80% of mercury in thiosulfate
treated plant was in a form similar with black cinnabar. Moreover, mercury concentration was
positively correlated with sulfur concentration in plant tissues. These evidences indicate that the
mercury may combine with sulfur and transport in plant tissues. This mercury-sulfur complex will
decompose to HgS. The scientists are pleased with this result, because plant can emit mercury to the
air and cause secondly contamination. Mercury presented as cinnabar may inhibit the emission of
mercury to the air.
The results from this study not only provide the evidences for exploring the mechanism of
mercury accumulation induced by thiosulfate, but also provide the theoreial base for exploring
thiosulfate assisted phytoextraction technology. In this study, the synchrotron sources provide the
effective tool to make us to be able to analysis mercury speciation in plant tissues.
“By using XANES, we understand the speciation of mercury in plants, this was very import for
exploring the mechanism of mercury accumulation in plants, however, the migration pathway of
mercury in plant should be further explored, the XRF can help us to solved this scientific question”
says Xinbin Feng, the team leader and the professor of Institute of Geochemistry, Chinese academy
of sciences.
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Article:
Wang JX, Feng XB, Anderson CWN, Wang H, Zheng LR, Hu TD. Implications of Mercury Speciation in
Thiosulphate Treated Plants. Environmental Science & Technology, 46, 5361−5368, 2012.
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Dissolution and Microstructural Transformation of ZnO Nanoparticles
under the Influence of Phosphate
Because of the large quantities produced and their widespread application, manufactured
nanoparticles (NPs) will inevitably enter the environment, and it is estimated that their release to the
environment will increase drastically in the near future. Toxicity and fate of NPs have drawn great
research attention. Nevertheless, lack of the knowledge on their behaviors, particularly their
speciation transformation, will inevitably limit our understanding on their toxicity and fate. Due to
their high reactivity, it is unlikely that engineered NPs will remain in their original form after release
into the environment, and environmental components will inevitably interact with NPs and influence
their physicochemical properties and microstructure and consequently determine their potential
toxicity and fate in the environment. It is a fact that NPs are difficult to be separated from the
environment mediums, therefore in situ spectral analysis of speciation and microstructure of NPs in
the environment is highly demanded, and synchrotron based X-ray absorption spectroscopy is well
suited for such purpose. A team from Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, used synchrotron based X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS)
combining with some other technologies such as ICP-MS, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and high
resolution transmission electronic microscopy (HRTEM) to analyze the speciation and
microstructural transformation of ZnO NPs in the presence of phosphate which exist widely in
aqueous environment. Their research has been published on May 31st, 2012 in Environmental
Science & Technology.
The results show that phosphate at a low concentration rapidly and substantially reduce the
release of Zn2+ into aqueous solution. Toxicity of ZnO NPs is considered mainly due to dissolved Zn
ions and therefore would be greatly reduced in the presence of phosphate. TEM observation shows
that uniform spherical nanoparticles almost disappeared and anomalous porous particles of much
larger size formed in the presence of phosphate. HRTEM, XAFS and XRD analyses reveal that
speciation of Zn transformed from ZnO to zinc phosphate including hopeite and parahopeite. In
addition, mixed amorphous and crystalline phases of ZnO and zinc phosphate are generated in this
process. Such phosphate-induced transformation will significantly influence the behavior and fate of
ZnO NPs in the environment.
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X-ray absorption spectra of ZnO NPs treated at difference phosphate concentrations and time were collected at
the 1W1B beamline of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility, which indicated that ZnO NPs transformed from
ZnO to Zn3(PO4)2.4H2O in the presence of phosphate.

To our knowledge, this is the first study in which the detailed process of phosphate-induced
speciation and microstructural transformation of ZnO NPs has been analyzed. In view of the wide
existence of phosphate contamination in water and its strong metal-complexation capability,
phosphate-induced transformations may play an important role in the behaviors, fate and toxicity of
many other metal based nanomaterials in the environment. Furthermore, phosphate is an essential
component of many culture media used in the nanotoxicity testing. Therefore it is important to take
into account the presence and concentration of phosphate in the surrounding environment when
evaluating the toxicity of NPs.

Summary of the transformation process of ZnO NPs

Article:
Jitao Lv, Shuzhen Zhang*, Lei Luo, Wei Han ， Jing Zhang, Ke Yang, Peter Christie, Dissolution and
microstructural transformation of ZnO nanoparticles under the influence of phosphate. Environmental Science &
Technology, 46 (3): 7215-7221, 2012.
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Extended depth of focus for Transmission X-ray Microscope
The Fresnel zone plate based Transmission X-ray Microscope (TXM) has been well recognized
as one of the most powerful tools for non-invasive investigation of the inner structure of thick
samples, with spatial resolution down to 15-30nm, covering a wide energy range from the “water
window” to around 25keV. Many studies about the methodology and applications are based on TXM
system, including biological study of cells. While higher spatial resolutions are attained, the
Depth-Of-Focus (DOF) of the objective zone plate decreases. The typical DOF of a water window
soft x-ray TXM is below 10μm for 60nm resolution and decreases to about 1μm for 20nm resolution,
while a typical eukaryotic cell is always about 10um to 100um. A small DOF limits the
reconstruction volume in 3D tomographic imaging and larger samples cannot be imaged by 3D
tomography. The DOF limitation becomes more significant for continued improvement in spatial
resolution.
Liu, from Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource, and his cooperators developed a Fast
Discrete Wavelet Transform based algorithm for extending the DOF by analyzing the image stack
taken in a sample scan along the optical train. With the extended depth of focus, it is possible to
obtain 3D structural information over a large volume. The feasibility of the method is confirmed with
experimental data collected using a Cu anode source based hard X-ray TXM system at beamline
4W1A at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF).
They carried the experiment on the lab source Cu rotating anode, using a test sample composed
of double layer of 75μm-thick polyimide membranes with micro-sized Au particles on both sides,
which is significantly thicker than the DOF of the TXM system. Transmission X-ray images were
collected at a series of Z positions by scanning the sample along the optical axis with 15μm step size
of a range of about 650 um, beginning from the position completely off-focus, stepping through the
in-focus positions of the Au particles on both sides of the membrane, ending in a position off-focus
again. The Fig.1 (a) shows the three main steps of the algorithm, with a magnified view of the
composite fully-in-focus image shown in Fig.1 (b). The two Au particles marked with arrows are on
the same side of the membrane, while the two on their left are on the other side.
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Fig.1. Data processing algorithm of a Fast Discrete Wavelet Transform to extend DOF by analyzing the image
stack collected in a sample Z scan along the optical train is illustrated in panel (a). Panel (b) is a magnified view of
the composite fully-in-focus image.

The successful reconstruction of experiment data indicates large potential to image 3D structure
of biological or material samples with a large volume at high resolution using the TXM system if
combined with mosaic scanning and rotating the sample.
The exposure time for each image was 180 seconds with 2×2 pixel binning in the experiment.
The total exposure time would be shorter using a synchrotron X-ray source. However, off-focal
Fresnel fringes would be significantly enhanced due to the spatial coherence intrinsic to a
synchrotron source. That will complicate the focus-stacking procedure. An X-ray diffuser could
install in the system to reduce the spatial coherence to overcome that problem.

Article:
Yijin Liu*, Junyue Wang, Youli Hong, Zhili Wang, Kai Zhang, Phillip A. Williams, Peiping Zhu, Joy C.
Andrews, Piero Pianetta, Ziyu Wu, Extended depth of focus for Transmission X-ray Microscope, Opt Lett.
37(17):3708-10, 2012.
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VUV-vis spectra of Ca3La3(BO3)5:Ce3+ and Li2SrSiO4:Ce3+/Eu2+
The structure of Ca3La3(BO3)5 consists of isolated triangle BO3 groups with large cations La3+
and Ca2+ located in 10-coordinate and 8-coordinate environments, respectively, which are able to
accommodate the lanthanide elements and thus may serve as a host for two-center luminescence.
From the spectra of Ca3La3(BO3)5:1%Ce3+ measured at liquid helium temperature (LHT), two-center
luminescence of Ce3+ was observed, and energy transfer from Ce(1)3+ to Ce(2)3+ occurred. In
addition, the luminescence of Ce3+ in LaBO3 impurity was also appeared in the spectra of the
prepared samples.

LaBO3:1%Ce3+ was prepared as a single phase material and its excitation and emission bands
were determined for identifying the influence of impurity LaBO3:Ce3+ luminescence on the spectra
of the Ca3La3(BO3)5:Ce3+ samples. The results of Rietveld refinement have confirmed that the
prepared samples contain minor second phase LaBO3 with contents of ~0.64−3.27 wt %, also
showed the occupation of Ce3+ on both Ca2+ and La3+ sites with a preferred location on the La3+ site
over the Ca2+ site. The luminescence properties of Ca3La3(BO3)5:Ce3+ samples under vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) and UV excitation exhibited two-center luminescence of Ce3+, assigned to the
Ce(1)3+ center in the La3+ site and Ce(2)3+ center in the Ca2+ site, taking into account the
spectroscopic properties and the Rietveld refinement results.
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In Li2SrSiO4 host lattice, the large cation Sr2+ only occupied one site. According to the
similarity between Ce3+/Eu2+ and Sr2+ ions, Ce3+/Eu2+ should substitute for Sr2+. Five 4f→5d
transitions bands of Ce3+ ions and the host-related absorption band of SiO44- group were observed in
the VUV-UV excitation spectra of Li2SrSiO4:Ce3+. A broad emission band which is due to transitions
from the relaxed lowest 5d excited state of Ce3+ to the 4f ground state levels 2F5/2 and 2F7/2 was
shown in the emission spectra. The excitation spectra of sample Li2SrSiO4:Eu2+ in VUV-UV range
also shows the parity allowed 4f7(8S7/2)→4f65d transitions of Eu2+ ions and the host-related
absorption band. Upon different wavelengths excitation, the emission spectra exhibit a similar
emission band which locates in the yellow region. In different concentration (x) doped samples
Li2-xSr1-xSiO4:xCe3+/Eu2+, the concentration quenching occurs when the doped concentration is at x =
0.009 for both Ce3+ and Eu2+ ions.

The energy transfer between Ce3+ and Eu2+ may be occurred because the spectral overlap of the
emission spectrum of Ce3+ and excitation spectrum of Eu2+. In Li2SrSiO4:Ce3+, Eu2+ samples, fixed
the doping concentration of Eu2+, as Ce3+ doping concentration increases, the emission intensity of
Eu2+ and Ce3+ are both increases. Clearly, the emission of Eu2+ can be enhanced by adding Ce3+ in
the concentration range which before concentration quenching occurred. This phenomenon may be
caused by the nonradiative energy transfer arises from multipolar interaction between Ce3+ and
Eu2+ ions, also cannot exclude the effect of stabilization of the Li+ vacancies by Ce3+ ions, which
inhibit the oxidization of Eu2+ to Eu3+, and consequently increase Eu2+ emission intensity.
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Phosphors Li2SrSiO4:Ce3+, Eu2+ show intense blue emission of Ce3+ and yellow emission of
Eu2+. So it is possible to obtain white emission by co-doping with Eu2+ and Ce3+ in Li2SrSiO4 in an
appropriate ratio. The emission color is tunable in yellow-white color gamut at different Ce3+ doping
concentrations.

Article:
1. Chunmeng Liu,a Hongbin Liang,*, a Xiaojun Kuang,a Jiuping Zhong,a Shuaishuai Sun,b and Ye Taob Structure
Refinement and Two-Center Luminescence of Ca3La3(BO3)5:Ce3+ under VUV−UV Excitation. Inorg. Chem.,
2012, 51, 8802−8809.

2. Mubiao Xie,a, c Hongbin Liang, *, a Yan Huang,b and Ye Taob Yellow-white emission of Ce3+ and Eu2+ doped
Li2SrSiO4 under low-voltage electron-beam excitation. Opt. Express 2012, 20, 15891-15989.
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Biotransformation of CeriaNanoparticles in Cucumber Plants
Ceria nanoparticles (NPs) aregenerally recognized as stable under environmental and biological
conditions, and are unlikely to release heavy metal ions. Researchers from Multidisciplinary
Research Center, Institute of High Energy Physics, the Chinese Academy of Sciences found that
ceria NPs that attached to the surface of plant roots were reduced from Ce(IV) to Ce(III) by organic
acids and reducing substancesexcreted by the roots. Their research has been published on an
important journal in nanoscience, ACS Nano (Biotransformation of ceria nanoparticles in cucumber
plants. ACS Nano, 2012, 6(11):9943-9950).
Ceria NPs are one of the most important nanomaterials, they have various applications
including dieselfuel-borne catalyst, cosmetic additives, and polishingagent, etc.They also have the
promise to be appliedas superoxide dismutase and catalase mimetics due totheir electron transfer
abilities. Moreover, due to the highly stable properties, ceria NPs are always used as an insoluble
modelmaterial to study the behavior of nanoparticles inbiological or environmental systems.
Researchers from Multidisciplinary Research Center, Institute of High Energy Physics found
needlelike clusters on the epidermis and in theintercellular spaces of cucumber roots after a treatment
with ceria NP suspensions for21 days.By using near edge X-ray absorption fine structureand soft
X-ray scanning transmission microscopy technique based on BSRF and SSRF, they verified that the
needlelike clusters were CePO4. The mechanism involved inthe biotransformation was addressed.
This is the first report confirming the biotransformation of ceria NPs in biological systems.
This implies that in the assessment of environmental safety and biomedical applications of ceria
NPs, their biological and environmental transformation and the consequences of the transformation
must be considered.

Using near edge X-ray absorption fine structure based on BSRF, it was confirmed that after a
treatment with ceria NP suspensions for21 days, parts of Ce(IV) in roots, stems, and leaves of the
cucumber plants were reduced to Ce(III).The proportions of Ce(III)were 34%, 13.6%, and 21.5%,
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respectively.

Article:
Peng Zhang,# Yuhui Ma,# Zhiyong Zhang,* Xiao He, Jing Zhang, ZhiGuo, Renzhong Tai, Yuliang Zhao, and
Zhifang Chai, Biotransformation of ceria nanoparticles in cucumber plants. ACS Nano, 6(11):9943-9950, 2012.
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New hierarchical zinc silicate nanostructures and their application in lead
ion adsorption
Hierarchical structured porous materials, which combine nanoparticles’ high chemical activity
and microscale structures’ physical stability, are appealing materials as adsorbents in water treatment,
energy storage and catalyst applications. However, it’s difficult to make clear the assembled
structure through real time three dimensional imaging. A team from Key Laboratory for Molecular
Nanostructures and Nanotechnology, Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences has
gained insight into the structures and assembled mechanisms of hierarchical structured zinc silicates.
Their research has been published on volume 22, 2012 in Journal of Materials Chemistry.
They reported the morphology and crystallographic information of two new hierarchical zinc
silicate nanomaterials: flower-like and urchin-like zinc silicates (Figure 1a and b). XRD and solid
state

29

Si NMR spectra of these two materials suggested them to have different crystal structures

(Figure 1c and d). HRTEM images showed that the nearly amorphous flower-like zinc silicates’
secondary nanopetals had a layered structure (Figure 1a, insert), unlike these flower-like metal oxide
nanostructures whose nanopetals were composed of aggregated nanoparticles.

Figure 1. a) TEM image of the flower-like zinc silicate (insert: HRTEM image); b) SEM image of the
urchin-like zinc silicate；XRD patterns c) and NMR 29Si d) of the two.

The TEM image of the urchin-like sample showed only a black shadow (Figure 2a). Because
the sample was too thick for the transmission of the TEM electron beam, internal structure was hard
to observe using TEM, making it difficult to understand the growth mechanism of the materials. For
a better illustration of the internal structure of the material, a three dimensional imaging of the
material was obtained by X-ray nanotomography (Nano CT), which has a spatial resolution of 30 nm
using an 8 keV monochromatic synchrotron beam in BSRF. Such spatial resolution is suited for this
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urchin-like structure. As shown in Figure 2b and c, almost all microrods were assembled in order to
point from the center to the outer surface with a porous core. Three dimensional images showed new
structural details not detectable with other techniques. Though most microrods were aligned in a
radial manner nicely, some dangling misaligned microrods could be observed inside the regular
microrod array (red square in Figure 2c). These dangling rods may be broken from the assembly, or
they were latecomers that could not be fit into the assembly. Such defects during the assembly
became visible with the synchrotron based X-ray nanotomography.

Figure 2. a) TEM image, b) reconstructed slice image and c) reconstructed three dimensional rendering view
of the urchin-like zinc silicate.

Such structural information has never been offered by other techniques, and the work provided
the scientific community clues to understand the growth mechanism. Synchrotron sources have
helped the team to unveil the complex hierarchical structure. Used as adsorbents for lead ions from
water, urchin-like zinc silicate showed much high adsorption capacity per unit of the surface area.
However, more complex nanomaterials are to be characterized owing to the relationship between the
structure and property; and much higher spatial resolution would be useful for investigating new
functional materials.

Article:
Jin Qu, Chang-Yan Cao, You-Li Hong, Chao-Qiu Chen, Pei-Ping Zhu, Wei-Guo Song* and Zi-Yu Wu*. New
hierarchical zinc silicate nanostructures and their application in lead ion adsorption. J. Mater. Chem., 22, 3562,
2012.
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Reversible Lamellar Thickening Induced by Crystal Transition in
Poly(butylene succinate)
Semi-crystalline polymers, with typical lamellar structure built from alternatively packed
crystalline layers and amorphous layers, exhibit a complex behavior during plastic deformation. In
general, an isotropic polycrystalline structure gradually transforms to a highly oriented fibrillar
structure with the chain axis preferentially aligned along the drawn direction during stretching. It is
generally believed that the structure of polymer fibril is very stable. Only inter-fribillar slip proceeds
during further deformation. For polymers with stress induced crystal transition, some open questions
still need to be answered, such as on which stage of plastic deformation does the α−β transition take
place, and more importantly, what happens on the lamellar structure during crystal transition. Liu et
al. investigated the structural evolution of PBS by in situ X-ray scattering in Beijing Synchrotron
Radiation Facility, aiming to provide a deeper understanding of the deformation mechanism of
semicrystalline polymers with reversible crystal transitions.

Schematic illustrating the lamellae thickening induced by crystal transition in poly(butylene succinate). The
stretching is horizontal. The conformation in α crystal is T8GTG, whereas the conformation in β crystal is T10.

In the present research, crystal transition was observed during tensile deformation of
poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) at 30−90°C. An increase of long period was identified during
stretching. The step-cycle deformation measurement showed that the long period L reversibly
increased under stress and decreased upon removing stress. The contribution of crystalline layer
thickness (lamellar thickness) and amorphous layer thickness to the long spacing was discriminated
by correlation function analysis. The variation of the amorphous layer thickness was partially
recoverable while the variation of lamellar thickness was nearly fully recoverable. The reversible
lamellar thickening was shown to mainly stem from by the reversible crystal transition: the repeating
length in chain direction in the β crystal is 9% longer than that in α form due to the conformation
change. The recoverability can be interpreted by considering the different dynamics of amorphous
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and crystalline phase. The crystal transition of PBS is expected to be a relatively fast process.
Reversible lamellar thickening and thinning is expected to be a general character in semicrystalline
polymers with a reversible crystal transition.

Article:
Guoming Liu, Liuchun Zheng, Xiuqin Zhang, Chuncheng Li, Shichun Jiang, and Dujin Wang*, Reversible
lamellar thickening induced by crystal transition in poly (butylene succinate). Macromolecules, 2012, 45,
5487-5493.
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Real time observation of equiaxed growth of Sn-Pb alloy under an applied
direct current by synchrotron microradiography
The effect of electric field on the solidification microstructure of metal and alloys has been
investigated extensively since the process of nucleation and evolution of microstructure modified by
electric current, such as the evolution of dendrite morphology and grain refinement, were discovered
in 1960s. However, the previous experiments mentioned above were done by researchers via
metallograph and scanning electron microscope to analyze final solidification after complete
solidification by quenching. It will lead to the missing of some crucial solidification dynamic process.
Professor Tongmin Wang’s research team from School of Materials Science and Engineering, Dalian
University of Technology has gained insight into equiaxed growth of Sn-Pb alloy under an applied
electric field. Their research has been published on volume 89th, 2012 in Materials Letters.
The team has found that the equiaxed dendrite morphology and growth rate of Sn-Pb alloy have
been modified obviously due to imposing direct current (DC). The sequence of images of the
evolution of dendrite morphology has been provided without DC and with DC treatment. The results
show that without DC treatment, the primary dendrite arms of a grain grow rapidly in one particular
direction, while the growth is restricted in the other directions. The grains tend to grow in an
irregular equiaxed morphology (denoted by white arrows in figure a). This phenomenon is referred to
as “self-poisoning” by the researcher, Bogno, in France. With DC treatment, the induced
electromagnetic flow washes the sides and underpart of the dendrites, decreasing the solute
concentration nearby. The dendrites in every direction grow with the same rate and the dendrite
“self-poisoning” is thus weakened. Finally, a regular equiaxed dendrite appears. This phenomenon is
termed as “electricity-detoxicating”.
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Sequence of images and quantitative analysis showing the evolution of equiaxed dendrite
morphology on Sn-Pb under different conditions, determined at 6.7μm resolution using synchrotron
radiation at BSRF: (a) without DC, the primary dendrite arms of a grain grow rapidly in one
particular direction, while the growth is restricted in the other directions. This phenomenon of
dendrite “self-poisoning” occurs and the grains tend to grow in an irregular equiaxed morphology; (b)
with DC, the induced electromagnetic flow washes the sides and underpart of the dendrites,
decreasing the solute concentration nearby. The dendrites in every direction grow with the same rate
and the dendrite “self-poisoning” is relieved via electric current. Finally, a regular equiaxed dendrite
appears. (c) variation in mean grain size versus time without DC and with DC. (d) time evolution of
the mean growth rates without DC and with DC.
《Scientific Abstracts》, 16 Nov 2012, has reported the work of this research team in details:
“Professor Tongmin Wang’s research team tracks the international scientific frontiers and raises the
new research ideas. They firstly observe dendrite growth behavior of metal alloy with regulation of
electromagnetic field via in situ visualization and reveal the internal mechanism of dendrite branches
and grain refinement suppressed and promoted by electric field, respectively. They also find that
when electric density increases, a special tip-split occurs to the primary arm leading to the
“branching” of the primary dendrite and then give the reasonable explanation. This work is a highly
significant advance that is certain to cause positive attention and repercussion of the same profession
at home and abroad. ”
The research provides the direct proofs to understand dendrite growth behavior of alloys and the
modification of solidification microstructure under an applied electromagnetic field. In present work,
synchrotron sources have helped the team to unveil the essence of the modification of dendrite
morphology and growth rate under an applied electric field. "At present, there are still the great
difficulties to numerical modeling the dendrite motion and dendrite arm fracture in micro-scale. So,
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it is important to study the dendrite growth under convection condition using synchrotron X-ray
imaging technology. We hope that the law and mechanism of the evolution of dendrite morphology,
competition and selection, dendrite arm fracture and dissociation affected by convection during
solidification can be made certain by combining with synchrotron radiation experiments and
micro-scale numerical simulation." explains Tongmin Wang.

Article:
Jing Zhu, Tongmin Wang*, Fei Cao, Wanxia Huang, Hongwang Fu, Zongning Chen. Real time observation of
equiaxed growth of Sn-Pb alloy under an applied direct current by synchrotron microradiography. Materials
Letters 89(2012), 137-139.
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Nanopillars by CalciumChloride Self-assembly and Dry Etching
With the development of nanotechnology, nanopillars have been sought after for many
applications, such as sensors, solar cell’s antireflection, Li ion battery negative electrodes, etc.
Fabrication methods for nanopillars, based on dry etching with self-assembly masks, may be
classified as four types: metal, nanospheres, copolymer, and deliquescent salts. Evaporation coated
thin film of deliquescent salts may aggregate into nanodots in wet air, with advantages of easy mask
removing, good coverage over uneven surface, wide diameter range and compatibility. So far,
Cesium Chloride (CsCl) was the only one successful salt, based on CsCl diffusion in absorbed water
layer. Herein, the researchers from X-ray lithography station of BSRF proposed a new material
CalciumChloride (CaCl2), driven by exothermal reactions with absorbed waterto nano dots and then
fabricated silicon or PolymethylMethacrylate (PMMA) nanopillars by Inductively Coupled Plasma
(ICP) dry etching with CaCl2 dots as mask. Their research has been published on September 25th,
2012 in Materials Letters.
CaCl2 film is coated on silicon wafer or PMMA by thermal evaporation in vacuum around
0.01Pa; then it is exposed to air of certain relative humidity around 20℃. Immediately (within one
second), the film aggregates into discontinuous dots. Next, ICP dry etching transfers the dots into
silicon or PMMA pillars. Finally, residual CaCl2 is removed by water soaking for 1min. This
technique is easy, tunable andcost-effective, which is possibly controlled within 20min.
CaCl2 self-assembly is based on the exothermal reaction of CaCl2 and H2O, from which the
released heat gathers CaCl2 together. CaCl2 firstly combines with two water molecules to form
dihydrate, and then gradually absorbs more to become tetrahydrate or hexahydrate, leading to the
change of CaCl2 dots’ topographies along with time. The average diameter, coverage ratio (area
covered by dots to Si surface) and topography of CaCl2 dots are controlled by film thickness,
substrate moisture content, and air relative humidity. For certain thickness, more heat, either from
gas water or substrate moisture, can move more CaCl2 molecules to pack more centrally, forming
larger dots with smaller coverage ratio. For certain heat, the thicker film is, the smaller fraction of
moved mass is, leading to larger diameter, greater coverage ratio, and flatter topography.The
self-assembly nano dots are disordered and near Gaussian in size distribution and the coverage ratio
on Si wafer can achieve to 37%.Moreover, CaCl2nano dots can keep integrity for more than one
month in arbitrary relative humidity at room temperature, stable enough for practical use. With these
nano dots as masks, different average diameters and heights nanopillars can be fabricated by
different ICP dry etching. Evaporation coated CaCl2 can cover uneven surface and make the
nanopillars planted at unpolished Si wafer to avoid high polishing cost. The figures show CaCl2 nano
dots, Si and PMMA nanopillar arrays.
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Figures: (a) CaCl2 dots with about 200nm average diameters on PMMA; (b) the diameters distribution of (a);
(c) Si nanopillars with 1.4μm average diameter and 2μm height; (d) PMMA nanopillars of 200nm average diameter
and 1μm height.

This research provides us with a new method of fabricating nano masks and nanopillars.
Compared with conventional CsCl materials, the CaCl2self-assembly technology is more stable,
easier, faster which could add a new option in self-assembly nanomasks.

Article:
Yuanxun Liao, Jing Liu, Bo Wang, and Futing Yi*, Nanopillars by calcium chloride self-assembly and dry
etching. Materials Letters, 67, 323–326, 2012.
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Fluoroalkyl-grafted Mesoporous Silica Antireflective Films with Enhanced
Stability in Vacuum
In the high power laser system, a great amount of optical surfaces were used and each
component created an optical loss at the one side or two side optical surface. To reduce the surface
reflective loss, antireflective (AR) films must be coated on every transmissive component. When
traditional porous silica films prepared by sol-gel method were used for in high vacuum, the
adsorption of some volatile organic components lowered transmittance. A team from Institute of Coal
Chemistry, CAS reported a new optical AR film with enhanced environment stability. Their research
has been published by OPTICS LETTERS on September 26th, 2012.
The ordered cage-like mesopores silica films were formed using tetraethylorthosilicate as
precursor and triblock copolymer surfactant F127 as template via evaporation induced self-assembly
process, then long-chain fluoroalkylsilane was grafted by CVD method. The final AR films possess
closed pore structure and hydrophobic/oleophobic surface that effectively prevents contaminant from
getting into pores in film, therefore environment stability has been enhanced. Based on GISAXS and
GIXRD characterizations, the ordered pore arrangement in films can be indexed as body-centered
cubic mesostructure. The films exhibited excellent transmittance high as 99.98 % on quartz glass
substrate. After a one-month antipollution test with polydimethylsiloxane in vacuum, the decrease of
transmittance was small as 0.02 %. This film had high laser induced damage threshold of above 28
J/cm2 at 1 ns laser pulse of 1053 nm wavelength. This silica AR film has some potential as a new AR
materials used in high power laser system.
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The structure of ordered mesoporous films can be obtained by using synchrotron radiation at BSRF. When
F127/Si molar ratio is 0.005, the films can be indexed as body-centered cubic structure. Further increasing the
surfactant content, the fundamental structure information can be observed but the ordering decreased.

With the help of synchrotron radiation facility, the team deeply studies structural change of the
mesoporous silica films prepared under different conditions. “Generally it is difficult to obtain the
detailed pore structure information in optical films that are deposited on substrates. Therefore we
have not enough deep understanding in the structural evolution of film when used in special
environment. The brilliant and well-collimated synchrotron beams provided us some direct and
non-destructive characterizations of mesoporous films. With the structure disclosed by GISAXS,
XRR, and GIXRD, the accurate control of film performance have been achieved through precisely
controlling the preparation parameters.” explains professor Yao Xu, Institute of Coal chemistry,
CAS.

Article:
Jinghua Sun, Baohu Wu, Hongbao Jia, Dong Wu, Yao Xu* Fluoroalkyl-grafted Mesoporous Silica AR Films with
Enhanced Stability in Vacuum. OPTICS LETTERS 37, 4095-4097, 2012.
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Understanding the MIT of VO2 from Electronic and Geometrical Structure
VO2 exhibits a well know metal-insulator transition (MIT) at 341K from a low temperature
insulating phase to a high temperature metallic phase, accompanied by a structural transition from a
monoclinic lattice to a rutile lattice. Due to the simple lattice structure and the amazing nature, VO2
is an ideal template for study on strong electronic interaction system. Though numerous studies have
been done, the mechanism of MIT of VO2 is still not clear. Recently, a group from the Facilityof
Beijing Synchrotron Radiation (BSRF), Institute of High Energy Physics, has gained insight into this
question by using W doping which induce MIT of VO2 at room temperature. Their work has been
published on Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics.
According to the concentration of W dopant, the samples are at different stages of MIT. The
group excluded these samples which are two phases co-existing by XRD analysis, and focused on
samples in pure monoclinic phase, therefore eliminating the influence of phase transition. They
obtained detail information of local structure around W dopants and V atoms. Their results revealed
that W dopant will introduce an internal stress along V-V chains, which increases with the doping
concentration and remain static during the MIT process. They also found an influence of the internal
stress on the local structure of V atoms. As the doping concentration increase, the anti-ferroelectric
distortion decrease, which has a great effort on the hybridization of O 2p and V 3d electronic
orbits.The electronic structure changes is detected by O K edge XANES spectra. Their results shown
that the changes of hybridization strength have a clear orbital selectivity. In addition to the
importance apex Oxygen atoms which relate to π*band, the bridge Oxygen atoms interacting with
V-V pairs, which results in weakening of splitting of d// band, also play a great role in the MIT of
VO2.
This work shine lights on the mechanism of MIT of VO2. Moreover, by combining XNAES and
EXAFS, the group obtained geometric and electronic structure. They believe that they discussed a
possible route to better understand the interplay between charge, lattice and transport properties
characteristic of VO2 and many similar transition metal oxide systems.

Article：
Cheng Si, Wei Xu, Huan Wang, Jing Zhou, Abduleziz Ablat, Linjuan Zhang, Jie Cheng, Zhiyun Pan, Lele Fan,
Chongwen Zou, and Ziyu Wu*, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 2012, 14, 15021–15028.
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Electronic Structure Inheritance and Pressure-Induced Polyamorphism in
Lanthanide-Based Metallic Glasses
Metallic glasses have been extensively researched due to its special structure and properties.
However, the electronic structure of the metallic glasses remains unclear. In the 1980s, the
pressure-induced transition between low density amorphous and high density amorphous which was
called polyamorphism phenomenon was found in water for the first time followed by SiO2 glasses,
GeO2 glasses, Si and P. Researchers think that there isn’t the polyamorphism phenomenon in the
metallic glasses due to the non-orientation metallic bond.
The compressive behavior of Gd40Y16Al24Co20 and Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10 BMGs under high pressure
by in situ angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) was researched in the 4W2-High Pressure
station of BSRF by professor Gong Li and her team from Yanshan University. No sharp Bragg peaks
are detected from Synchrotron radiation x-ray diffraction spectra under high pressure of Gd- and
Pr-based BMGs, which means the samples’ glassy nature are quite stable at ambient temperature.
However, the orientation of the peak of structure factor, S(q), changes under high pressure, so there
must be transition of the structure of BMGs. When analyzing the first peak of the BMGs under
different pressure, the team found that there exist two different states: low density amorphous and
high density amorphous. The team also investigated the Zr- and Co-based BMGs. No
polyamorphism phenomenon was found in the above BMGs. Lanthanides-based BMG systems have
special electronic structures, which are characterized by a gradual filling of the 4f shell. The
polyamorphism phenomena are thought to be caused by the special 4f shell. The team also checked
the phase change under high pressure for Mg65Cu25Tb10 BMGs with 4f electrons shell state
lanthanide component, Tb which does not act as solvent element. No polyamorphism was found
under high pressure. The team draws a conclusion that the polyamorphic transition in the lanthanide
BMGs inherits from solvent component’s crystalline polymorphic transitions related to the 4f
electronic state.
The compressive behavior of pure rare-earth under high pressure is similar to that of rare-earth
based metallic glasses. The 4f1 component basically is a pure localized 4f configuration. During
compression, the itinerant 4f0 appear and grow with increasing pressure while the intensity of the 4f1
component decreased followed by the volume collapse, which leads to structure transition. The
research provides evidence for the electronic-structural inheritance in metallic glasses, which might
be important for under-standing the structure and the polyamorphism in BMGs and helpful for
designing new BMGs with unique properties. Their research has been published on Phys. Rev.
Lett.109. 125501 (2012).
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Fig.1 (a) The difference plot of S q1   q for Gd40Y16Al24Co20, Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10, and Ce70Al10Ni10Cu10
BMGs. (b) Inverse FSDP positions 2 / Q1  P of Gd40Y16Al24Co20, and Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10 BMGs

Fig.2 Schematic illustration of phase transition in metallic glasses related to the 4f electronic state.

Article：
G. Li,* Y.Y. Wang, P. K. Liaw, Y. C. Li, and R. P. Liu, Electronic Structure Inheritance and Pressure-Induced
Polyamorphism in Lanthanide-Based Metallic Glasses，Physical Review Letters, 109, 125501, 2012.
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Ca Carboxylate Formation at the Calcium/Poly(methyl methacrylate)
Interface
The interfaces between metals and polymers are of considerable importance in wide-ranging
applications, especially in optoelectronic devices, packing, and coatings, because metal layers are
usually deposited on polymer films as key functional components (e.g., electrodes and coatings).
Therefore, a thorough understanding of the nature at the interfaces between metals and polymers can
provide important guidance for practical manufacturing. The Surface Physics & Chemistry Group of
University of Science and Technology of China (USTC) has studied the chemical interaction
between Ca and Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) at room temperature. Their research has been
published on September 4th, 2012 in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C.
The group combines X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and near-edge X-ray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) to comprehensively study the interfacial interaction during
deposition of Ca onto the PMMA surface at room temperature. The changes of the O 1s, C 1s, and
Ca 2p core level XP spectra upon Ca deposition directly indicate that Ca atoms preferentially react
with the ester groups of PMMA at very low coverages, leading to the formation of polymeric Ca
carboxylate and loss of methyl groups. The O K-edge NEXAFS spectra carried out at the beamline
4B9B in the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) further confirm that the ester groups of
the PMMA are the primary active sites for reaction with Ca atoms.

Left:XP spectra of the O 1s and peak fitting results for Ca deposition on PMMA with different coverages；
Right: XP spectra of the C 1s and peak fitting results for Ca deposition on PMMA with different coverages.
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Left: XP spectra of the Ca 2p and peak fitting results for Ca deposition on PMMA with different coverages;
Right: Normalized oxygen K-edge NEXAFS spectra recorded in the TEY mode on the PMMA surface with
different Cacoverages.

The complementary results from XPS and NEXAFS stronglyconfirm the reaction mechanism
between Ca and PMMA, and will greatlycontributetoward further understanding of the interfaces
between metalsand polymers. These also show that the chemically sensitive analyticaltechniques
play an important role in studies of metal/polymer interfaces, especially NEXAFScan provide
complementaryinformation to that obtained by XPS for the interfacialinteraction.

Article：
Huanxin Ju, Xuefei Feng, Yifan Ye, Liang Zhang, Haibin Pan, Charles T. Campbell, and Junfa Zhu*,Ca
Carboxylate Formation at the Calcium/Poly(methyl methacrylate) Interface. J. Phys. Chem. C, 116, 20465−20471,
2012.
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New progress in the research on MnGa ferromagnetic films with giant
perpendicular anisotropy
Magnetic materials with high coercivity (Hc), perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and
magnetic energy product have great application potential in ultrahigh-density perpendicular magnetic
recording media (~10Tb/inch2), high-performance permanent magnets and ferromagnetic electrodes
of spintronic devices with high magnetic-noise immunity and thermal stability. Spintronic devices
with high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy include spin valves and magnetic tunneling junctions
for nonvolatile, high-speed, and low-power-consuming magnetic random access memories, magnetic
sensors and HDD reader with both high space-resolution and sensitivity, high-power oscillators,
spin-LED and spin-FET.
L10 ordered MnGa ferromagnetic alloys (Fig 1(a)) are theoretically expected to have amazing
properties including giant perpendicular anisotropy, robust magnetization, large energy product, high
spin polarization and ultralow magnetic damping constant. These outstanding properties make this
kind of materials promising for ultrahigh density magnetic recording, permanent magnets and
spintronics applications.
Recently, Prof. Jianhua Zhao’s group, at the Institute of Semiconductor, Chinese Academy of
Sciences has made an important progress in L10-Mn1.5Ga. Prof. Zhao and her PhD student Lijun Zhu
successfully prepared homogenous L10-Mn1.5Ga single-crystalline films on semiconductor GaAs
(001) by molecular-beam epitaxy. These L10-Mn1.5Ga films exhibited the pronounced properties
including perpendicular Hc up to 4.3 T, perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy with a
maximum of 21.7 Merg/cm3, energy product comparable with ferrite magnets and nearly perfectly
square hysteresis loops. These room-temperature magnetic characteristics make these L10-Mn1.5Ga
films multifunctional as pronounced and cost-effective alternative for not only perpendicular
magnetic recording bits with areal density over 27 Tb/inch2, but a variety of novel devices with high
magnetic-noise immunity and thermal stability like spin-torque MRAMs and oscillators pillars below
5 nm in dimension. Moreover, this kind of material is also promising to be developed for economical
and environment-friendly permanent magnets and replace the expensive rare-earth magnets widely
used today.
The degree of chemical ordering, strains and defects are of great importance in understanding
the origins and mechanisms of physical properties of alloys. Prof. Zhao’s group performed X-ray
diffraction experiments at 4B9A Diffraction station in Beijing Synchronal Radiation Faculty，and
calculated the degree of chemical ordering, strains and defects levels of MnGa films，which provide
powerful evidence for explaining the origins of ultrahigh coercivity in this kind of materials. In
perfect uniaxial magnets, the coercivity is determined by the magnetic anisotropy Ku. However, the
coercivities of MnGa films have a quite different dependence on growth temperature from that of Ku,
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indicating important contributions from structural imperfections. From Figs.1(c)-(f), it can be found
that the degree of chemical ordering, and defects level (FWHM) have nearly the same dependence on
growth temperature with that of coercivity, and the lattice constants c of these films are much smaller
than bulk values, indicating strong strains and tetragonal distortion. Therefore, the conclusion could
be made that the ultrahigh coercivity in these MnGa films are from the combination of giant
perpendicular anisotropy and structural imperfections including chemical disorder, lattice defects and
strains.
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Article：
Lijun Zhu, Shuaihua Nie, Kangkang Meng, Dong Pan, Jianhua Zhao*, Houzhi Zheng. Multifunctional L10-Mn1.5Ga
Films with Ultrahigh Coercivity, Giant Perpendicular Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy and Large Magnetic Energy
Product, Advanced Materials, 24 (33), 4547-4551, 2012.
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GaN Material and LED Devices on Carbon Nanotube Patterned Sapphire
Substrates
GaN material and related LED devices always suffered from the serious strains induced by the
heteroepitaxy of III-N semiconductor on the most popular sapphire substrate. Although it has been
optimized by many groups in the world, the prevailing dislocation density in this epilayer was of the
order in 109cm-2.
Taking advantage of carbon nanotubes’ super alignment on sapphire, a group from school of
physics in Peking Universitycooperating with Tsinghua University, announced a novel carbon
nanotube patterned sapphire substrate (CPSS). This specified CPSS was utilized for the growth of
high quality GaN material and LED by MOVPE, achievingthe nano-scale mask function in epitaxy.
Their results were published on Nano Research, 2012, 5(9): 646–653 和 CrystEngComm. 2012, 14,
4728–4731。
Carbon nanotube patterned sapphire substrate has been fabricated by coating super-aligned
CNTs on 2-inch sapphire. GaN material and related LED devices were grown by MOVPE on CPSS.
Crystalline and strain in epilayers were analyzed with the equipment atBSRF. Approximation of edge
dislocation density shows that the value on CPSSwas reduced to less than 25% (about 4.7×108 cm-2)
accompanying with reduction of screw dislocations. The intrinsic property of dislocations in GaN on
CPSS was examined by cross sectional TEM images. Numerous voids were observed at the interface
between sapphire and GaN upon the carbon nanotubes.Dislocations bended around the voids and
annihilated if they got contrary burgers vectors, indicating the filtering of dislocation by this CPSS.
E2H mode Raman spectrummapping confirmed the change of strain in GaN layers. The stress
ranging from 0.15GPa to 0.40GPa is obtained for GaN epilayer on CPSS, which is much smaller
than that on conventional sapphire substrate as nearly unchanged at 0.90GPa. Although the macro
stress distribution is uniform in GaN on CPSS, a pattern character of stress distribution is apparently
observed. When collating the strain distribution with CNTs bundles pattern, it is found that the strain
reduced most over CNT bundles, confirming the dislocation behavior around carbon nanotubes.
Comparing the luminous intensity dependence on the current of LED on CPSS and
conventional sapphire substrate, it is found that LEDs on CPSS not only exhibitedenhancement of
luminous intensity, butalso elevated about 50%-60% saturation current and optical power. The
saturation of LED performance comes from thermal sinking during operation. Superior thermal
conduction of CNTs increases LED’s current capacitance significantly, guaranteed the promising
future of this substrate in high power device fabrication.
Carbon nanotube has chemical inertness, superior thermal and electrical conduction, and is also
easily to be composed into large-size aligned nano structures. Moreover, it is environment friendly,
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and cheap enough that one meter long CNT array just consumes CNT film in 1 millimeter thickness.
This work will open a new route for the application of carbon nanotubes.

Fig. 1:Sketch of GaN nucleation and dislocation behavior during growth on CPSS

Fig. 2: LED diagram on CPSS with its L-I and EQE curve

Article：
[1] Hao Long, Yang Wei, Tongjun Yu*, Zhe Wang, Chuanyu Jia, Zhijian Yang, Guoyi Zhang, Shoushan Fan*,
Modulating lateral strain in GaN-based epitaxial layers by patterning sapphire substrates with aligned carbon
nanotube films. Nano Research, 5(9): 646–653, 2012.
[2] Hao Long, Yang Wei, Tongjun Yu,* Zhe Wang, Chuanyu Jia, Zhijian Yang, Guoyi Zhang and Shoushan
Fan*,High Quality GaNepilayers Grown on Carbon Nanotubes Patterned Sapphire Substrate by metal organic
vapor phase epitaxy. CrystEngComm., 14, 4728–4731, 2012.
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1W1A-Diffuse Scattering Station
(1) Operation
During periods of the dedicated synchrotron radiation running in 2012, X-ray diffuse scattering
experiment station provided X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflection (XRR), grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) for 49
research projects. The users came from several institutes of Chinese Academy of Sciences and
universities in China. The research projects distributed over various fields, including wide-band gap
semiconductor thin films, iron-based superconductors, soft condensed maters, polymer thin films,
nano-porous materials and so on.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
In this year, instruments in the optics hutch and the experimental hutch were upgraded in chief
as the following aspects: (1) A new pump was installed on the beamline, and the angular accuracy of
the diffractometer was tested with heavy load; (2) The low-temperature environment was optimized,
and experiment could be carried out under 10K- room temperature along [00L] direction; (3) The
high-temperature sample chamber was developed, and in situ 2D-GIXRD experiment could be
carried out from room temperature to 1373K.

Fig. 1 The low-temperature environment loaded on the five- circle diffractometer
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Fig. 2 In situ 2D-GIXRD experiment could be launched on five- circle diffractometer under room
temperature-1373K.

On the aspect of experimental technique, the X-ray standing waves in periodic multi-layers has been
tested at our experiment station, demonstrating that this technique is feasible at X-ray diffuse
scattering experiment station, and once the energy dispersive X-ray detector is properly equipped, it
could be opened to users.

Fig. 3 Setup of X-ray standing waves in periodic multi-layers at X-ray diffuse scattering station

(3) Research highlights
Exploiting the GIXRD methods at our experiment station, users from Fudan University carried
out characterized the bismuth single crystalline films epitaxially grown on the (111) crystal plane of
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BaF2. They found that the structure of Bi thin film undergoes a transition from pseudocubic to
hexagonal phase, which was consistent with the change of the conductance. This result was
published on the Phys. Rev. Lett. in 2012.
User from Institute of Chemistry characterized the stacking structure of polymer PDVT-8 and
PDVT-10 films with the GIXRD method provided by X-ray diffuse scattering experiment station,
providing an explanation in structure for the conductance of the charge carrier and its outstanding
environmental stability and thermostability. The result was published on Adv. Mater. (2012, 24,
4618-4622), and was chosen as cover. On the other hand, this group acquired the stacking parameter
of lamellar stacking and π-π stacking of the polymer film with 2D-GIXRD methods provided by
X-ray diffuse scattering experiment station. The related result was published on Scientific Reports, 2,
754 (2012).

Fig. 4 Chemical structures and grazing incidence X-ray scattering pattern (out-of-plane) of polymer PDVT-8
and PDVT-10 films

1W1B-XAFS Station
(1) Operation
During the year 2012, there are two dedicated synchrotron radiation beamtimes for users: One is
from Jun. 21 2012 to Jul. 27 2012, and the other is from Sep. 2 2011 to Nov. 1 2012. The
1W1B-XAFS facility has shown good performance with high efficiency up to 96.7%. Users come
mainly from national universities and scientific research institutes. There are 47% users in
environment and life science; 23% in chemical engineering; 17% in material science. The
achievements in 2012: 28 papers have been published by users and the stuff, in which 6 papers
belong to the top journals.
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(2) Improvement of beamline and station
 Solid State Detector (SSD) to study the structure of trace elements in sample
The 19 elements SSD in BSRF XAFS station, with high sensitivity and fine energy resolution, can
probe the microelements of tens to hundreds of ppm, and is widely used in the areas of protein
solutions, plant samples, environmental pollution sources, and so on. In the two round operation,
about half of the users have used this device to do experiments. There are some typical research
papers: Zhang P et al., ACS Nano 2012, 6(11), 9943-9950; Wang J X et al., E. S. T. 2012, 46,
5361-5368; Lv J T et al., E. S. T. 2012, 46(3), 7215-7221; Li P et al., E. S. T. 2012, 46, 9600–9605.

Fig.1 19 elements SSD

 Quick scanning XAFS method
In order to meet the increasing needs of time-resolved experiments, we have established a quick
scanning electronic system to rotate the monochromator rapidly and continuously by controlling the
motor, as well as collect the experiment data at the same time. Going through the hardware test and
software development, this system is able to be used in quick-scan XAFS (QXAFS) experiments. So
far, QXAFS takes only 18.29 seconds to collect a XAFS spectrum at cu foil K edge, which enhances
the efficiency about 60 times than the conventional energy-scanning mode and the quality is close to
the standard spectrum, as shown in Fig.3. Some users have used this method in the two round
openings, such as the study group of Wei S. Q. from USTC.

Fig. 2 QXAFS system (left) and the interface of data aquisition software (right)
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Fig. 3 the compare of QXAFS result and the standard XAFS spectrum of Cu foil K-edge

 Thin film surface XAFS method
The experimental results of thin film surface XAFS device (as shown in Fig. 4):
 It runs stably and has been used by 20% users in 1W1B and 1W2B stations.
 We have tested with many ways to eliminate the diffraction peak produced by thin film.
 The equipment of surface XAFS and the method of eliminating diffraction peak, have
submitted respectively to the patent of utility model and invention.

Fig. 4 Surface XAFS equipment（left）and the results of eliminating the diffraction peak of thin film (right)

 Capillary tube focusing system being used in high pressure XAFS experiments
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Fig.5 the upper left: capillary tube focusing system, others: the experimental results of high pressure XAFS
with the capillary system, as shown in the figures, the signal to noise ratio has been improved greatly.

 In situ high-temperature XAFS method
As shown in Fig. 6:

Fig6 in situ high-temperature XAFS and sample chambers

 It has been used in 1W1B and 1W2B stations.
 It runs stably and has been used by 10% to 15% users in the two round operations.
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1W2A-SAXS station
(1) Operation
In 2012, SAXS station was opened to users in coupling and dedicated modes. 370 h of parasitic
beam time were supplied to 11 users’ projects from 7 institutions in 2012. From June 21 to July 28,
the first dedicated running of SAXS station provided 882 h of beam time to 21 users’ projects came
from 11 institutions. From September 15 to November 1, the second dedicated running of SAXS
station provided 1044 h of beam time to 34 users’ projects distributed in 20 institutions. In total,
SAXS station supplied 2296 h of beam time for users in 2012. The experimental modes included
normal SAXS, WAXS, SAXS/WAXS, and GISAXS. In-situ heating, stretching, and time-resolved
environments were used.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
A new detector (Pilatus 1M) as shown in Fig. 1 (left) was equipped in SAXS station in 2012.
The readout time of this detector is only 2.3 ms, which can be used for the time-resolved SAXS
measurements in millisecond level. To depress the air scattering background from the air path before
samples, several vacuum pipes with different lengths were designed and fabricated as shown in Fig.
1 (right), which can be selected to reduce properly the air length in the X-ray path. In addition, our
SAXS platform was awarded the second rate prize of Beijing Science and technology in 2012.

Fig.1 Pilatus 1M detector (left) and Vacuum pipes with different lengths used to depress the air scattering
background (right).

(3) Users trainings
A SAXS seminar was successfully hosted at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility for the
national SAXS users in Oct. 30-31, 2012, as shown in Fig.5.1.6-2. The given courses cover the basic
theory, experimental techniques, and data analysis of SAXS. More than 120 SAXS learners attended
the courses and got training.
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Fig.2 A photo of the SAXS Seminar at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility.

1W2B-Biological Macromolecule Crystallography Stations
(1) Operation
About 80 teams from institutes and universities of China have carried out their experiments on
1W2B station of BSRF and collected about 300 diffraction data. The percent of the effective time
was greater than 90% during this dedicated operation.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
This year 1W2B is equipped with "automatic mixed gas system" for the XAFS experiment, the
system can achieve mixed output of two types of gases by the four mass flow controller and two gas
mixing chamber. On the basis of hardware, engineering technical personnel have developed control
program of mixed gas system based on LabVIEW, which has made the remote control, automatic
timing cleaning and automatic gas distribution possible. Based on a series of tests and experiments, it
is proved that the system is stable and reliable, which fully meets the demands of ionization chamber
on gas flow stability and precision ratio in the XAFS experiment, improves data quality and test
efficiency, and reduces the workloads of experimenter.
(3) Research Highlights
Based on the work of 1W2B, 12 papers have been published on the journals which include Structure,
JMB, JSB andPlos One et al in 2012. For example,the complex structures of PYL3 with (+)-ABA,
pyrabactin and HAB1 were reported by Prof. Zhongzhou Chen from China agricultural university.
An unexpected trans-homodimer intermediate observed in the crystal is confirmed in solution.
ABA-bound PYL3 greatly promotes the generation of monomeric PYL3, which can excessively
increase the efficiency of inhibiting PP2Cs. According to different conformations of ligand-bound
PYLs, the PYLs family can be divided into three subclasses, among which the trans-dimeric subclass,
represented by PYL3, reveals a distinct regulatory mechanism. This work was reported by the
journal “Structure”, one sub-journal of Cell.
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3W1A-Biological Macromolecule Crystallography Stations
(1) Operation
About 50 teams from institutes and universities of China carried out their experiments on 3W1A
station of BSRF and collected about 300 diffraction data. The percent of the effective time was
greater than 90% during this dedicated operation.
(2) Research Highlights
Some metal ions, such as Zn, As, et al, can be used for crystal structure determination if they are
included in the reagents which are utilized for crystallization, because this metal ions may be bonded
by the crystal during its growth. In 2012, one crystal structure was determined by this method (metal
ion was Zn) on 3W1A for the first time and the project belongs to Prof. Houjin Zhang from
HuaZhong university of science and technology.
Take full advantage of the changeability of theta angle of Mardtb, ultra-high resolution (0.6Å)
data was collected for the first time on 3W1A, the project comes from Prof. LichuanGu of Shandong
university.
Based on the work of 3W1A, fourteen papers were published in 2012 and the journals where they
published include JBC, RNA, Plos One and FEBS letters et al.For example, the crystal structure of
yeast SHU complex (Psy3-Csm2) reveals the DNA-binding activity of this complex is essential for
resisting damage, and this paper was published on the journal of biological chemistry (JBC, 2012,
20231-20239). The crystal structure of 23S rRNAmethyltransferaseRlmG (m2G1835) from E.
coliprovides novelinsights into the catalytic mechanism of G1835 methylation, and this paper was
published on RNA (2012, 18:1500–1509).

3B1- LIGA and X-ray Lithography Stations
(1) Operation
777 hours’ beamtime were offered to 9 users during the first round of dedicated synchrotron radiation
running from 19th June to 27th July, and 6 users were LIGA station users and 3 were
nano-lithography station users. 957 hours’ beamtime were offered to 10 users during the second
round of dedicated synchrotron radiation running from 15th September to 1st November, and 7 users
were LIGA station users and 3 were nano-lithography station users.
(2) Research Highlights
A) Photothermal microactuators
With financial support from the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No.
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11179026), Zhang Dongxian’s team in Zhejiang University cooperates with LIGA station in BSRF to
fabricate nickel photothermal microactuators with LIGA technology. More than six kinds of
photothermal microactuators were fabricated, and tests carried out in Zhejiang University indicate
that most of structures fit the designs well, and especially the deviation of a V-shaped structure with
two arms reached 42μm with 1064nm, 600mW YAG laser.

（a）

（b）

（c）

Fig.1 V-shaped photothermal microactuator and test. (a) V-shaped photothermal microactuator (b) test with
laser beam (c) deviation vs laser power.

B）Lobster-eye optic
Lobster-eye optic, which is one type of micro pore optics (MPO), can provide the highest ratio of
effective area to mass for X-ray imaging, leading to an increasing focus on its application in space
exploration. We fabricate MPO using electron beam lithography (EBL) and LIGA technique, which
can ensure the high precision. The roughness of sidewall surfaces of both PMMA column during
LIGA process and the square pore in final MPO can reach a level of 10nm. Ion beam etching is tried
to polish the sidewall surface for a lower roughness.

Fig.2 Picture of PMMA column array

Fig.3 Picture of MPO plate

Fig.4 5x5 um2 AFM image of the sidewall surface
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4W1A-X-ray Imaging Station
(1) Operation
During the dedicated operation for synchrotron radiation from Jun.21 to Jul.27,2012, X-ray
imaging station provided 785.97H beam time in which the effective beam time is 703H. There are
total 28 user projects carried out at X-ray imaging station. In which there are 5 crystal diffraction
topography projects, 8 micro-resolution CT projects and 15 nano-resolution CT projects.
During the dedicated operation for synchrotron radiation from Sep.15 to Dec.1,2012, X-ray
imaging station provided 1023.65H beam time in which the effective beam time is 981H. There are
total 25 user projects carried out at X-ray imaging station. In which there are 2 crystal diffraction
topography projects, 6 micro-resolution CT projects and 16 nano-resolution CT projects.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
 To insure the stability of the beam on the sample in nano-resolution imaging facility, X-ray
imaging station developed a set of auto-feedback beam excursion adjustment system based on
the excursion value on the vertical direction of the secondary sourse in nano-imaging beamline.
The system was checked and accepted in Nov. 2012. This system can adjust the pitch of focusing
mirror according to the feedback signal and effective correct the beam excursion on the vertical
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Fig.1 (a) The auto-feedback beam excursion adjustment system; (b) The adjustment of the pitch motors of
focusing mirror according to the feedback signal in 24 hours.


The program for DEI data’s collection was developed. The old program which is just applied on
the old detector demands a long acquisition time and often conks out. The newly designed
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program contains two sets of acquisition program which are applied on the old and new detector
respectively. It provides the functions of parameter setting, preview, single snap and CT snap
with steady and efficiency operation. It takes 40 minutes to acquire a set of data with old
program while only 9minutes with new program.

Fig.2 The interface of DEI data’s collection program.

 The reconstruction program for DEI-CT was developed. This program can reconstruct the top
CT data and waist CT data of DEI. With top CT data the program can obtain the 2D slice
distribution of absorption coefficient and with waist CT data can obtain the 2D slice distribution
of refractive index and its gradient at X and Y direction.

Fig.3 The interface of DEI-CT reconstruction program.


The important scientific equipment research project “Synchrotron Radiation nano-imaging
facility” which is supported by Ministry of finance and CAS was test by the expert committee on
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Oct.26, 2010. The tested results indicated that the 2D resolution of BSRF nano-image facility is
better than 30nm. After two years’s steady operation, the project was checked and accepted on
Dec.20, 2012.
(3) Research highlights
 The researchers from Institute of Chemistry, CAS studied the urchin-like zinc silicate
nanostructures with nano-resolution CT technology. The results provided unprecedented inner
structural details and revealed structural defects during the assembly process such as the wrong
lined nano-sticks shown in Fig. 4(b) and the hole structures shown in Fig. 4 (c) which couldn’t
obtained by SEM or TEM pictures, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Related research results published in
Journal of Materials Chemistry (J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 3562-3565).

Fig.4 The structure of the urchin-like zinc silicate nanograin.(a) The SEM and TEM images;(b) is the 3D
reconstruction；(c) is the slice image.

 The researchers from Institute of Petroleum Exploration & Development implemented the
morphology research of transit channels of oil and gas in the shale with nano-resolution CT
technology. Oil Shale and gas shale have attracted much attention of oil exploration scientists all
over the world due to their storage capability. People usually think the shale is a kind of dense
rock and doubt its storage ability for oil and gas. The experimental results of nano-resolution CT
show that there are a large number of micro or nano-scale pores in the shale with strong
connectivity as shown in Fig.5. These pores provide effective channels for hydrocarbon
generation and expulsion, and also provide sufficient space for the oil and gas residues in the
shale reservoir. This research has important significance for the exploration and development of
shale, a kind of unconventional oil and gas resources.
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Fig.5 The 3D structure of shale.(a)is the slice image；(b)is the 3D reconstruction.
 The researchers from Dalian University of Technology conducted a real time observation of

equiaxed growth of Sn–Pb alloy under an applied direct current (DC) using DEI method.
The loading of DC bring biggish effect on dendrites growth. Without DC, the dendrites
grow in an irregular manner. While imposing DC, the dendrites grow in an isotropous
manner and more equiaxed morphology of grains are finally obtained, as shown in fig.6.
The results show that the electromagnetic field can modify solute distribution on the
dendrite growth front to strengthen the interactions among the growing grains through
solute diffusion layer, accordingly avoids any grain growing limitlessly and promotes
equiaxed growth. The regulation of electromagnetic field is an important and
non-contacting method to control the solidification microstructure. Real-time imaging
technique with synchrotron hard X-ray is used to achieve regulation details of in situ
observation growth behavior of metal and alloys and evolution of dendrite morphology
under an applied electromagnetic field. It can offer the direct proofs to understand dendrite
growth of alloys and the modification of solidification microstructure under an applied
electromagnetic field. Related research results published in Materials Letters (Materials
Letters 89 (2012) 137-139).
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(c)

(d)

Fig.6 Sequence of images showing the equiaxed growth of an Sn-50 wt% Pb sample: (a) without DC and (b) with
DC; (c) Variation in mean grain size versus time without DC and with DC；（d）Time evolution of the mean
growth rates without DC and with DC.

4W1B-Micro-X-ray Fluorescence Analysis Station
(1) Operation
In 2012 there are two dedicated beamtime operations. From June. 21st, 2012 to July.27th, 2012, 23
user programs have been carried out in the first run with effective beamtime of 784hrs. From Sept.
15th, 2012 to Nov. 1st, 2012, 16 user programs have been carried out in the second run with effective
beamtime of 828hrs. During the two operations modes are performed: 1) -XRF and -XAS
spectromicroscopy are available by using toroidal mirror and capillary lens for focusing and the
double crystal monochromator for monochromatization; 2) -XRF spectromicroscopy are available
by using toroidal mirror and capillary lens for focusing and the high throughput multilayer
monochromator

for

monochromatization.

In
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microtomography was also carried out during this run.
Owing to the stability and reliability of the beamline, the users has achieved plenty of breakthroughs
in physics, chemistry, environmental sciences, mineralogy sciences, biomedicine, materials sciences,
forensic sciences, archaeology, public safety and other scientific area, etc. For instance, large scale
tissues from faunas and floras are investigated either by non-destructive -compositional -XRF and
mapping analysis, or by speciation and valence analytical -XAS technique. In addition, the
application of -XAS in high pressure physics has achieved significant progresses.
(2) Experimental Techniques and methods development, user support
In 2012, 4W1B has achieved significant progresses in a variety of experimental techniques and
methods, including the microfocusing transmission XAFS using toroidal mirror and capillary lens
which perform secondary focusing, high-pressure absorption spectroscopy and R&D of water-cooled
double multilayer monochromator.
 Progresses in high pressure absorption spectroscopy
Since 2008, 4W1B has realized the 50 micrometer and 20 micrometer focusing X-ray
absorption spectroscopy in fluorescence mode by using the customized capillary lens as designed by
Associate Professor Yude Li from the Beijing Normal University. Meanwhile, our beamline also
dedicated to the development of -X-ray absorption spectroscopy in transmission mode. However, it
is too hard to use ion chamber as photon monitors because of the very short working distance of
capillary lens. With significant amount of trials and errors, we have found that the 5 micro-thick
ultrathin Si photodiode can be used as photon monitors before and after the sample, which facilitate
the - X-ray absorption spectroscopy in transmission mode. As shown in Fig.1 the linear response
function of ultrathin Si photodiode is rather sound in comparison with that of gas ion chambers. It
has high sensitivity and requires no high voltage and gas. This transmission XAFS spectroscopy
using ultra-thin Si photodiodes has never been reported in the world. We expect to customize batches
of Si photodiodes to replace the gas ion chambers commonly used in synchrotron facilities.
Together with Prof. Xiang Wu from Peking University, we reported for the first time high
pressure X-ray absorption spectroscopy using capillary focusing in transmission mode (Fig.2(a)),
with which we have collected a series of good quality EXAFS data without contamination of
diffraction peaks from Diamond. This method has also been recommended to other endstation at
BSRF (such as the macro-crystallography beamline 1W2B). By using this method, the influence of
EXAFS by diffraction peaks of Diamond can be effectively suppressed, which greatly facilitate the
measurements of X-ray absorption spectroscopy under high pressure. Until now, a variety of X-ray
absorption spectroscopy of complex materials under high pressure has been studied using this
technique. In Fig.2(b), the Ge K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been studied under different
pressures. Details about the method have been published on J. Synchrotron Rad. (2013). 20,
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243–248.

Fig.1 Comparison of XAFS spectra measured by Si photodiodes(SPD) and gas ion chambers in transmission
mode

Fig.2 (a) Experimental setup (b) Ge K-edge XAFS of polycrystalline Ge under high pressure

 R&D of multilayer monochromator and beamline upgrade
Under the financial support by the special maintenance funding granted by the Ministry of Finance
of the People’s Republic of China, 4W1B has developed the first water-cooled double multilayer
monochromator in China. The mechanical design and fabrication was finished by Prof. Xueguan Gao
from Shanghai Jiaotong University; the multilayer elements (180 mm long and 40 mm thick W/B4C
grown on silicon substrate) was fabricated by Prof. Zhanshan Wang of Tongji University. As shown
in Fig.3, the double multilayer monochromator is installed and commissioned in the second run of
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2012. The photon flux at sample position is 3.41x1011 ph/s @183mA & 15 keV, which is one order of
magnitude higher than that achieved by the silicon double crystal monochromator. This setup enables
sub-ppm detection limit for the X-ray fluorescence analysis at micrometer scale. The overall
performance of the beamline gets improved dramatically.

Fig.3 (a) Multilayer monochromator installed at 4W1B；(b) Internal mechanical and optical structures of the
multilayer monochromator

(3) Research Highlights
 Mystery of the coloring of ancient glass beads has been revealed by μ-XAS
The coloring mechanism of copper element in ancient glass beads was investigated by Associate
Professor Jian Zhu from the University of Chinese Academy of Sciences using the μ-XAS techniques
offered by 4W1B. They have found that the concentration of copper with zero-valence is much more
than copper with the other valence states. A so-called plasma resonant band coloring mechanism was
proposed. Details about the paper can be found in : X-ray spectrometry, 41, 363,(2012).

（a）

(b)

Fig.4 Correlation of copper valence and coloring mechanism in ancient glass beads: (a) photo of real sample;
(b) μ-XAS

 Elemental distribution of fluid inclusion and geology researches from μ-XRF
The elemental distribution in fluid inclusions as excavated from the Kektkay,Altay of Xinjiang
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Province has been studied by Dr. Longhua Lin from Prof. Jiuhua Xu’s group at University of Science
and Technology Beijing using the μ-XRF offered by 4W1B. The spider web diagram indicates that
the crust source characteristics of fluid are similar to the crust in the middle-east of China. This
article has been published in Acta Petrologica et Mineralogica, 31,603-611, (2012).

Fig.5 (a) Optical microscope image of fluid inclusions

Fig.5 (b) Spider web diagram of elemental distribution

4W2-High Pressure Research Station
(1) Operation
During the two runs of dedicated synchrotron radiation mode in 2012, totally 25 research projects
from 14 units and 1809.62 hours beam time were arranged, 244 samples were tested. Most
experiments used ADXD method under room temperature, and the highest pressure achieved was
236 GPa. In the high temperature ADXD experiments, 4 samples were tested and the highest
pressure with high temperature using laser heating technique was 48 GPa + 2000 K. 9 samples were
tested using RXD method and the highest pressure achieved was 96 GPa. 6 single-crystal samples
were tested under high pressure circumstance, and the highest pressure was 31 GPa.
25 research papers by users have been published or accepted using the experimental set up of HP
station in 2012. Totally of them are indexed by SCI, and 10 articles IF > 3.
(2) Science Highlights
 From antiferromagnetic insulator to correlated metal in pressurized and doped LaMnPO
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This article published in PNAS has reported the discovery process of Mn-based compounds。
Part of the XRD experiments were carried out at 4W2 High Pressure Station of BSRF.

Fig.1 The structure and lattice parameters of LaMnPO under pressure.

 Electronic Structure Inheritance and Pressure-Induced Polyamorphism in Lanthanide-Based
Metallic Glasses
The compressive behavior of Gd40Y16Al24Co20 and Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10 BMGs under high pressure by
in situ angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) was researched in the 4W2-High Pressure
station of BSRF by professor Gong Li’team from Yanshan University and worker of the station. And
they made a conclusion that the polyamorphic transition in the lanthanide BMGs inherits from
solvent component’s crystalline polymorphic transitions related to the 4f electronic state. The result
was published at Phys. Rev. Lett. 109. 125501 (2012).
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Fig.2 (a) The difference plot of S q1   q for Gd40Y16Al24Co20, Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10, and Ce70Al10Ni10Cu10
BMGs. (b) Inverse FSDP positions 2 / Q1  P of Gd40Y16Al24Co20, and Pr60Cu20Al10Ni10 BMGs

 A new cubic perovskite in PbGeO3 at high pressures
A new cubic perovskite polymorph of PbGeO3 (Phase II) was synthesized by laser heating in
the diamond-anvil cell (DAC) at the pressure of 36 GPa by Xiao Wansheng’ team from Guangzhou Institute
of Geochemistry, CAS.

The existence of PbGeO3 cubic perovskite Phase II at high pressures indicates that

the polarized character of the Pb2+ ion induced by its 6s2 lone pair electrons would be totally reduced
in the environment of major silicate perovskites inside the lower mantle, and thus the Pb atom would
substitute the Ca atom to enter the CaSiO3 perovskite. The result was published at American
Mineralogist (2012, 97, 1193-1198).

Fig.3 P-V relationship of the PbGeO3 cubic perovskites
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(3) Progress in Experimental Technique and Instruments
X-ray Diffraction for Single-crystal method: There are several improvements in the X-ray
Diffraction for Single-crystal method: a gas-driven shutter was replaced by an electric shutter, a
clean-up slit was installed, and the control program was optimized to reduce the interference coming
from the controller aging.
In the two rounds of the dedicated synchrotron radiation running, X-ray diffraction for
single-crystal were carried out for 24 conventional samples and 5 high pressure samples, and the
pressure has been reached to 31GPa, and electronic density analysis were done to some experimental
results.
(4) Conference
Sixteenth Chinese High Pressure Science Conference was held by IHEP in September 2012 in
Yichang City, Hubei Province. Nearly 200 experts, scholars, researchers and graduate students from
43 units, such as the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Chinese Academy of Engineering Physics,
universities, participated in the meeting.

4B7-Mid-energy and Soft X-ray Optics Stations
(1) Experimental instruments and techniques
A cryogenic device（Fig.1）attached to the beam-line of 4B7A in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility was finished and tested successfully by Nov. 2012. Temperature-dependent EXAFS
operation at cryogenic temperature from 18K up to 300K is a well-established experimental method
now，which equipped with a preparation chamber for sample pre-treatment and a load-lock for fast
sample introduction，a cryogenic chamber for Temperature-dependent EXAFS and integrated a
E-Beam Evaporatorfor In-situ growth。The XAFS spectra data are achieved by means of a total
electron yield technique. The energy range of emitted X-ray from beamline 4B7A is from 1750eV to
6000eV. The Temperature-dependent EXAFS of conductive samples is able to be measured in this
station, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Sc, Ti, V and so on can be obtained.
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Fig.1 The cryogenic device. A ： UHV cryogenic chamber ； B ： preparation chamber or fast sample
introduction ；C：E-Beam Evaporator；D：film thickness gauge；E：The cryogenic sample holder

Temperature-dependent X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) is an ideal tool to discover changes
between different phases such as metal insulator transition 、anti-ferrodistortive phase transition.
Ferroelectric phase transitions in perovskites such as STO generally considered as a classical
example of displacive soft mode type transitions is used to test the device. Ti K-edge EXAFS spectra
of STO at room temperature (295K）and at low temperature （80K）are measured to detect the Ti ion
displacement above and below the anti-ferrodistortive phase transition. Several consecutive runs with
the turn of 50 per step were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The data yield a definite
value of the displacement, only dependent on the temperature. A preference to alternating
displacements is indicated.
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Fig.2 The Temperature-dependent EXAFS of STO

The titanium oxide Ti4O7 is a member of Magneli phase ,which
transition as in the case of Fe3O4. Ti4O7 is a system with normal 3d

0.5

exhibits a charge –disorder
electron per Ti which shows

metallic conductivity at high temperature above 154K, and a chains ordered valence states Ti3+（3d1）
and Ti4+（3d0）below 140K which induced to a semiconductor phase. The Temperature-dependent
EXAFS of Ti4O7from sidewise approach exhibit three characteristic spectral shapes corresponding to
the three phases.

Fig.3 The Temperature-dependent EXAFS ofTi4O7
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4B7B Soft X-ray Optics Station
(1) Operation
 Metrology
During the year 2012, the 4B7B beamline successfully completed the routine calibration of
detectors. In the dedicated synchrotron radiation mode in June and October, 115XRDs, 208 filters
and 28 planar mirrors had been calibrated. The experimental results are fine and the calibration
accuracy meets the requirement.
 Spectroscopy
The remaining beam time was provided to spectroscopy users e.g. Suzhou University、
Shanghai University and Zhejiang University.
(2) Improvement of experimental instruments and methods
Instrument development for XMCD was built in this year, and has finished the preliminary
debugging; Experimental methods for XMCD, especially XMCD in transmission mode were
developed, which made it possible to supply a new experimental method to users.
 Instrument development for XMCD
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) has become an important and powerful tool because it
allows the study of material properties in combination with elemental speciﬁcity, chemical state
speciﬁcity, and magnetic speciﬁcity. A new soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism apparatus has
being developed at the Beijing Synchrotron radiation facility. This device is going to combine three
experimental conditions: high magnetic fields, low temperatures and in situ sample preparation to
measure the absorption signal. We developed a dipole electromagnet that provides magnetic fields up
to 0.4T in parallel or anti-parallel direction relative to the wave vector. Magnet performances are in
excellent agreement with the model calculations.. The instrument has been installed on the beamline
and used to obtain information for the important 3d transition metals.
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 Development of experimental methods
XMCD effect of Co L edge measured by Co thin film：

4B8-VUV Station
4B8 beamline is optimized for VUV spectroscopy measurement, especially for steady-state and
dynamic circular dichroism(CD) and fluorescence detections. It is operational under both
synchrotron dedicated and high energy physics mode. Remote access is available for the
fluorescence measurement.
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(1) Beamline and Running
Beamline parameters:
Wavelength range：

125-360 nm

bandwidth：
Intensity:

0.8 nm
1010-1011 photons/s/

In 2012, 4B8 beamline provided about 1730 hours beamtime in the dedicated operations in
summer and autumn. In addition, 530 hours beamtime was provided in the coupling mode. Totally,
41 users coming from biological and materials field were supported.
(2) Fluorescence spectroscopy
After several years’ application, remote access has been the first choice to users for VUV excited
fluorescence spectroscopy measurement. Especially in unstable operations in high energy physics
mode, the remote access brought a tremendous improvement in experimental efficiency for VUV
fluorescence users, most of them geographically dispersed around China.
We continuously improve the new remote access based on TCP/IP communication. The new
software can detect the network disconnection and rebuild communication automatically as soon as
the network connection is restored. Data can be now stored in client local position in real time. After
commissioned for several months, this new access mode has been put into running in the dedicated
operations.
In 2012, we had the first user to accomplish the measurement by remote access from abroad. The
connection was between Illinois State University and 4B8. And two access modes (remote desktop&
TCP/IP) were both realized successfully.

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of remote access from abroad
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(3) CD
Prof. Wallace’s group in London University conducted a systematic study on thermal stability of
the sodium ion channels in the membrane protein (Fig.2), using temperature controller unit for
synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD). They found that outer membrane residues and
embed ones displayed differently after thermal denaturation.
Samples like membrane proteins tend to scatter light significantly. It can lead to artifacts data
collected if the detection geometry of the instrument failed to collect the scattered light. We tried to
move the detector as close as it can to the sample to reduce the artifacts efficiently. The user from
Jiangnan University measured suspension samples and acquired good results down to
short-wavelength range (Fig. 3).
Time-resolved studies by SRCD is a under-exploited area. We develop a rapid probe for protein
solution reaction study using continuous flow (CF) method. This CF method combines synchrotron
radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) with microfluidic mixing chip. It converts the time-resolved
detection into space-resolved detection. It could realize the dynamic study down to sub-millisecond.
In 2012, the setup was improved in two aspects. (Fig.4 left). An online optical microscope was added
to align the chip more efficiently. We can now switch setup easily between static mode and dynamic
mode. This dynamic detection has its first user this year.(Fig.4 right).

Fig.2 The study on thermal stability of the sodium ion channels in membrane proteins

Fig.3 SRCD spectra of suspension samples
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蛋白质
纳米材料攻击

0.6ms

纳米材料攻击

5.6ms

Fig.4 left, layout of improved microfluidic dynamic SRCD setup; right, dynamic SRCD spectra

(4) Femotosecond XRD development
Ultrafast X-ray diffraction based on pump-probe method has allowed for study of
semiconductor, ferroelectric material, molecular crystal and other strongly correlated materials
whose charge transfer, phase transition as well as other dynamics processes occur in fs time scale. In
2012, we complete the setup of ultrafast XRD facility (Fig.5 and Fig.6, Table 1)
We obtained the first ultrafast XRD results on GaAs single crystal (Fig.7). We also got the high
quality powder diffraction data, which will lead to the ultrafast powder diffraction. The diffraction
results with high signal-to-noise ratio (Fig.8) can strongly demonstrate the ability of this facility. This
ultrafast facility is now open to users.

Fig.5 Schematic of laser-driven plasma fs X-ray source and pump-probe XRD detection
Table1 Parameters of fs laser system and laser-driven plasma source, based on the laser-driven plasma fs X-ray
source
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Fig.6 Schematic diagram of the platform and experimental zone

Fig.7 left,diffraction signal of single crystal GaAs without focus; middle,peak shift under the exitation of
pump laser; right,diffraction signal under different time delay(ps time scale)
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Fig.8 Diffraction results of ammonium sulfate powder
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4B9A -XRD station
(1) Operation
In 2012, XRD experimental station was opened to users for two opening periods in
dedicated-mode. In the first opening period (from June 21st to July 27th), XRD station provided users
with 660.5h of beam time to 19 research projects. In the second opening period (from Sep. 15th to
Nov. 1st), total 984h of beam time were provided to 22 research projects. The experimental modes
included XRD/SAXS/XAFS and so on.
(2) Improvement of experimental equipments
A curved 1D detector was equipped to the XRD station in 2012, which can be used to record
simultaneously full XRD pattern of powder samples. This detector consists of 24 modules. The split
gap between two modules is 2.5 mm. The pixel size is 50 m, which corresponds to 0.0038 of 2
angle. The readout time of one module data is 0.3 ms. This detector covers an angle range (2) of
120 and can be used for the time-resolved XRD measurements of powder samples. Now, the
assemblage of the whole detector has been finished. We are studying the corrections of the
diffraction angles and intensities. This detector is expected to have a trial run and opening to users in
2013. Fig.1 (left) shows the photograph of the detector. A piece of Pb was heated; its partial XRD
patterns recoded with a rate of 1Hz is also shown in Fig.1 (right).
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Fig.1 Photograph of the 1D curved detector (left), and partial XRD patterns of Pb piece recorded with an rate
of 1Hz during a heating process (right).

4B9B-Photoemission Spectroscopy Station
(1) Progresses in the comprehensive PES endstation upgrading
Upgrading work of the photoemission endstation has been accomplished in Jul. 2012, after three and
half years of engineering since Feb. 2009. All the technical indexes of this comprehensive
experimental equipment reached at or superior to their original designed values and an acceptance
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test has been organized approved by the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Sept. 2012.

Fig.1 The experimental equipments passing the acceptance test

Fig.1 is of the in place material status show of the endstation equipment. It composed of major
functional parts as radial sample transfer chamber, STM, fast entrance chamber,  metal analysis
chamber, sample storage chamber, two to one unified beamline within 15—1000eV, R4000 electron
analyzer, liquid helium manipulator, UV light sources, sample storage chamber, sample preparation
chamber and LMBE/MBE chamber and LEED etc.
(2) Operation
During the dedicated beamtime between Jun. and Jul. 2012, technical index test measurement
has been carried out on the newly built photoemission endstation equipment. Sept. 15—Nov. 1, 2012
dedicated beamtime has been delivered partly to several users and partly to further beamline
adjustment and functionality test work.
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2012 Major events

Annual Users Conference of BSRF was held in August 2012 in
Yichang City, Hubei Province

Sixteenth Chinese High Pressure Science Conference was held
by IHEP in September 2012 in Yichang City, Hubei Province
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2012 Major events

Workshop of SAXS analysis was held by BSRF in 2012
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Beamline specs

Beamline Specs

4B9B- Photoemission Spectroscopy
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 15 - 1000 eV
Resolution (ΔE/E): ~1500
Flux (photons/s): > 1×1010
Beam Size (H×V): < 2×0.8 mm2

4B9A-XRD
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 4 -15 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 3×10-4 @ 9 keV
Flux (photons/s): 11010 @ 8 keV
Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2
Angular resolution: 0.9 arc-second

4B8- Vacuum Ultraviolet
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 125-360 nm
Band width: 0.8 nm
Flux (photons/s): 2.0×1010@180 nm
Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2
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Beamline specs

4B7B- Soft X-ray Optics
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 50eV-1700 eV
Resolution (E/△E): ~1000
Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ Fe L edge
Beam Size (H×V): conducting sample: 1×0.1mm2
nonconducting sample：4×2 mm2

4B7A- Mid-energy Spectroscopy
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: Si (111): 2050 eV-5700 eV
InSb (111): 1750 eV-3400 eV
Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ S K edge
Resolution (E/△E): ~7000 @ S K edge
Beam Size (H×V): 3×1mm2

4W2- High Pressure Structure
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 10-25 keV（Monochromatic light）
5-35 keV（White light）
Resolution (ΔE/E): 7×10-4 @20 keV
Flux (photons/s): 1.2×109@20 keV
Beam Size (H×V): 26×8 µm2
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Beamline specs

4W1B- X-ray Fluorescence Microanalysis

【Beamline Specs】

Focus Mode

Quasi monochromatic light

Energy Range

Monochromatic light

8 - 15 keV

5 - 18.5 keV

Resolution (ΔE/E)

< 7× 10-2

< 5.5x10-4

Flux (photons/s)

>1× 108 @ 15keV

>1x1010 @ 15keV

Beam Size (H×V)

10 µm

30、50、100 µm

XRF Detectability

Dozens of ppm

1ppm

4W1A- X-ray Imaging

【Beamline Specs】

Imaging Mode
Phase contrast
imaging
nano-resolution
Imaging

Energy Range

Flux (photons/s)

6~22 keV

~1010 @ 8 keV

5~12 keV

~108 @ 8 keV

119

Spatial

Beam Size

Resolution

(H×V)

~10 m

20×10 mm2

30 nm

10×10 m2

50 nm

15×15 m2

100 nm

60×60 m2

Beamline specs

3B1A、3B1B- LIGA and Lithography
【Beamline Specs】
3B1A-LIGA: White light
3B1B-Lithography: 0.5-2 nm

3W1A-Macromolecular crystallography
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 6 - 16 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 4×10

－4

11

Flux (photons/sec): 10

2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.8× 0.6 mm

1W2B-Macromolecular crystallography
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 5 - 18 keV
－4

Resolution (ΔE/E): Better than 4×10
12

Flux (photons/sec): 10

Beam Size (HxV): 1× 0.6 mm
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2

Beamline specs

1W2A-SAXS
【Beamline Specs】
Angular resolution: 0.5 mrad
Energy Range: 0.154 nm
Resolution (ΔE/E): ~10

-3

Flux (photons/sec): ≥1×10

11
2

Beam Size (HxV): 1.2 × 0.3 mm

1W1B-XAFS
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 4 - 25 keV
-4

Resolution (ΔE/E): < 3 × 10 @ 9 keV
11

Flux (photons/sec): > 3×10

@ 10 keV
2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.9 × 0.3 mm

1W1A- Diffuse X-ray Scattering
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 8.05 keV，13.9 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 4.4  10 @ 8.05 keV
-4

Flux (photons/sec): >1×10

11

@ 8.05 keV
2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.7 × 0.4 mm
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